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This book is dedicated to all those who staffed the Yorkshire Art Circus,
particularly those who ran the Writer Development Programme, and to the
writers they helped to encourage.
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Foreword
In 2004 a charity called the Yorkshire Art Circus set up something
new, something aspirational, something that critics may have even
called frivolous. In an old school building in the town of
Glasshoughton, the Yorkshire Art Circus set up a Writer Development
Programme (WDP).
The WDP was there to help aspiring writers identify their goals; it
asked them to dream, and helped them find ways through the looking
glass. It did this with a series of workshops, master classes, one-to-one
and peer support and regular, constructive feedback. But more
importantly, it brought like-minded people together. People just like
you and me. People who had been holding their stories and poems,
their characters and worlds close to their hearts. And then it helped
them loose their creations.
At first, each new cohort of writers would meet one another with
a degree of trepidation. They would have to share their writing, their
inmost hopes, to one another – to strangers. But no, not really to
strangers, to other writers, to people who understood what it is to try
and spill your heart onto a page. A metamorphosis would begin after
every first meeting. I would see these people leaving that old school
building with a kind of wonder in their eyes. And they would start
believing that maybe they were writers after all.
The Yorkshire Art Circus worked a kind of magic in the lives of all
these people. Sadly, with the changing times it lost its funding, but not
before it had helped over a hundred people let their inner writer out.
Now here, these pages hold some of the stories and poems that
have spilt from minds alive with wonder. And I hope that you can see
what I had the immense privilege of witnessing, that here are people
just like you. Writers and readers, lovers of the written word one and
all. And perhaps you, too, might read these words and be inspired.
After all, everyone has a story to tell.
Rebecca Stirrup
Former WDP Coordinator
The Yorkshire Art Circus
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General Introduction
When the Writer Development Programme (WDP) folded along with
the Yorkshire Art Circus (YAC) due to a plummet in arts funding, we
all knew – all of us who’d trotted through the doors of that repurposed Victorian school, its exterior of red bricks and slate
brightened inside by murals, sculpture, the sounds of poetry and
laughter – we all knew that something special had come to its end.
This is not the place to discuss arts funding, but it is the place to
celebrate what it can do.
Like Becky and James, who have both been invaluable in collating
and curating this volume, I am a graduate of the WDP, and like them
it helped shape me as a writer. I began it with a thrill, that nervous
sense of somehow knowing you are beginning a journey. The WDP
was not a flash in the pan, nor was it an indulgence – it was vital, and
it bred vitality in those it supported.
On the WDP, I learned how to give and take feedback; I learned
how to perform; I learned how many other writers out there were in
similar positions, and needed a platform upon which they could
tentatively stand and say ‘I am a writer, and this is what I do’. The
WDP gave me the confidence to begin submitting work to publishers,
and that led to being published, and that led to work as a Creative
Writing tutor. From bedroom to classroom, you could say; from the
scribbles I had started making as a teenager, with only the intention to
express something, to the expressions of others I came to read and
encourage in return.
Becoming a writer takes years of hard graft. You need a thick skin,
as well as sensitivity; you need persistence, as well as the ability to fly
away from it for as long as it takes to find the right twigs for the nest.
Or something. Forgive me, it’s a first draft. The WDP gave to each of
the writers it welcomed in exactly that balance of rhythm and
patience, of understanding and distance.
Some of those writers went on to very good things. Sadly not all
the published, prize-winning, volume-selling writers who went
through the WDP are present in this anthology, but some of them are.
There is not the scope to cover all forms here, but we have included
some short stories, some poetry, they being the easiest to gather on the
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page. This necessitates the exclusion of multimedia, of performance,
but it also brings together writers who have perhaps not met since the
WDP ended almost ten years ago.
On behalf of all those writers, on behalf of Becky and James, on
behalf of everyone who worked at the YAC and gave us all the
wonderful help we needed – on their behalf, I wish you happiness in
the reading. May we meet again.
NJ Ramsden
WDP graduate
Co-Editor
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Stories
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Introduction to the Stories
Three things are needed for a great short story: First it must be a story.
Second it must be short. And third it must be… great?
Ok, so no-one really agrees what the third thing is – what makes a
short story truly great – but you know it when you see it.
A friend on the Writer Development Programme once told me
that in order to write great work she has to outsmart her Evil Pixie.
Imagine your head’s a room filled with treasure chests and inside
of these chests are all the stories you could ever write – you have a
really big head.
It’s the Evil Pixie’s job to guard the chests and stop you from
looking inside.
All of the chests are locked except the one that has your current
work in it. That chest gets pride of place in the centre of the room, lit
by torches, where it’s kept under the constant supervision of your Evil
Pixie.
The Evil Pixie has the keys to all the chests but has to leave the
one that you’re working on open. Why does the Evil Pixie have to
leave the current box unlocked? How should I know? Ask the Evil
Pixie.
Maybe it’s in his job description. I have it on good authority that
my friend’s Evil Pixie is ‘definitely male’, for reasons that remain dark,
but I suspect that she’s a little angry.
When the Evil Pixie thinks you’re about to do some work – like if
you sit down at your desk to write – it jumps on the chest and refuses
to budge.
The only way to write anything halfway decent is to wrestle your
Evil Pixie to the ground long enough to open the chest and scribble
down a few ideas before it slams it shut again.
The good news is your Evil Pixie can’t guard the chest all the
time. It may be a pixie, and it may be evil, but it still needs to eat,
sleep and shit like the rest of us.
So if it thinks you’re distracted and unlikely to try to get inside
the chest it can afford to leave it unguarded – that’s why you get your
best ideas when you can’t do anything about them.
Hold a stakeout in the treasure room. Pay close attention to your
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Evil Pixie’s comings and goings, get to know its routines and patterns,
and look for ways to exploit them.
The writers in this book went to great lengths to outsmart their
Evil Pixies – I hope you enjoy the contents of their treasure-chest
heads.
They brought back an eclectic mix of short stories for you. And
yes, before you ask, they’re all stories and all short.
Are any of them great? That’s up to you to decide.
Let’s just say that several Evil Pixies were found – some running
hysterical and naked in the rain, others lying dead in a ditch, and one
hogtied in the boot of a car with a ball gag in its mouth.
James Garside
WDP Graduate
Co-Editor
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Becky Cherriman
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Maps
1.
Life was far too complicated, Bridget thought. It was all the stupid
decisions you had to make. From the moment you tumbled out of bed
in the morning (right side or left?) to the moment you climbed back in
(window closed or open?) there were choices to be made. So, in view
of this problem, Bridget decided – see, it’s almost impossible to avoid
– to greatly reduce the number of decisions she would have to make
in her life.
Her friend Krista recommended The Diceman. Bridget read it and
toyed with the idea of making all her decisions with the toss of a die.
However, this decision-making process was still too complex;
although dice would mean she didn’t have to select outcomes, she
would still have to choose the original options. No, she didn’t need a
three dimensional decision maker, she needed a two dimensional one,
more of a map than a cuboid, something that said this was the way
the universe was and left no room for debate… or decision making.
But she could not make the map herself, for that, in itself, would
necessitate a lot of decisions. So she began to search for a map to
follow that already existed – the perfect map.
2.
It might help to find the right map for her future if she drew one of
her life so far.
She started in the logical place – her birth in Brixton. The next plot
point represented the time she had continued to play after the bell and
Mr. Wright had shouted at her so harshly that she lost control of her
bladder.
At six there was the apple tree she had climbed with her first
boyfriend, the first velvet kiss on his cheek. There was the move to
Bradford to Greece to Leeds – boxes, spiders and lost friends. The
snapped ribbon of her parents’ marriage. At seven, a clear quartz
realisation that God did not exist. The beginning of her love affair
with Blake in an English class. That time last year when she had got
drunk on vodka and woken up sick with a man she had not said yes
to.
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As she drew, she added more events, more places, more people. It
was a busy map, a confusing map and it was difficult to know what to
include, what to omit. In the spirit of Tristram Shandy, she asked
herself where the right place was to start, whether she should begin
instead with her conception or the first time her mother laid eyes on
her father or her grandmother’s migration from Poland.
Mapping her past didn’t seem to simplify things, it only
highlighted the complications. She pasted it unfinished on her
basement wall. That way she could always add to it later when she
had decided what was important enough to include.
3.
In case she had been wrong about God, she took Bible classes. Yet
there were so many different interpretations that, even with only five
of them in the group, they couldn’t agree on what the right course
should be. So she committed herself to Islam. Glad to see her 2.5%
going to a good cause, she found the ritual of prayer reassuring and
hoped that Allah would lead the way. But, months later, bewildered in
the labyrinth that was The News, she lost her thread.
Lastly she came to Buddhism, the least effective of all: it gave her
nothing to work with.
4.
She tried looking in nature. She caught a bus to Goldenacre Wood and
walked until the coverlet of foliage grew thicker and there were no
people. She explored the undergrowth, the hollow of an old oak. No
map. Then suddenly the wood pulled back and she stood at the edge
of a glade of bluebells.
There a couple were copulating. So busy they were, contributing
their groans to magpie hammer and the creak of dead trees, that they
didn’t notice Bridget. She watched how they clung to one another,
tight and intimate as stockings, like there was nothing in the world
but themselves and the bluebells. And she wondered.
5.
She fell in love with Bobby’s booming laugh, his complete indifference
to authority figures, and the tattoo on his back of Tolkien’s Middle
Earth. She rode pillion with him, pressed her cheek to the leather-clad
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outskirts of his beloved world. A man who could endure that much
pain for something he loved must be worth following.
It was easy at first but she found that she continually had to rein
herself back from going in other directions. When Bobby wanted to
snuggle up in front of the telly, she wanted to stay out with her mates
playing poker. When he wanted to drink real ale at folk night, she
wanted to stay straight and dance to rock n roll.
At his insistence, she finally got around to reading The Lord of the
Rings. It seemed to her a world of and for men. It was not a world she
wanted to inhabit. So, seven months later, still only halfway through
the book, she left him.
6.
Perhaps Robert Louis Stevenson had a point. Bridget leapt on a plane
and shot off to the Caribbean but was so distracted by the men and
the rum that she forgot all about the map.
7.
Bridget didn’t think she knew anyone called Peter but she opened the
message in her inbox anyway.
The map is 25,000 google bytes. It plots the jiggle to a roundabout
location in heath spirit levels can measure liquids for consumption in
the mapping of it.
Not a map for life, Bridget thought and logged out.
8.
The pregnant woman beside her on The Tube gasped, ‘I think he’s
gonna be a footballer this one.’
It was a soap opera phrase but it drew Bridget’s eyes to the
woman’s exposed bump, which vacillated above her low-slung skinny
jeans. There was a life in there, a whole compact life already seeking
out its own direction.
To live solely to procreate seemed worthy; arguably procreation
was the sole purpose of all life. It would be simple enough and a lot of
fun… well, the first part would be.
Yet setting up procreation as the final destination was too ironic.
A beginning could never authentically function as an end.
Still, as the woman and her unborn child got up to dismount
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there was an empty feeling Bridget couldn’t explain. She chose to put
it down to the fact that she hadn’t had lunch.
9.
Bridget pictured her translucent purple carcass swelling in the bath,
her crumpled torso at the foot of a bridge. She pictured deep chasms
climbing the white slopes of her forearms and sighed.
To see death as a map for life was most unsatisfying. Arguably
death could be a perfect map for something but not life. After all, death
could hardly guide you on how to live if you were already deceased.
Unless you believed in reincarnation, which Bridget didn’t.
Death was the x on the map, not the map itself, which meant that
the map for life was to be found in life.
And that was when the answer she had been seeking came to her;
it was an answer she already knew. It was incredibly complex and yet
breathtakingly simple. And this was it…
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James Garside
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Chicken and the Road
‘The authentic human being is one of us who instinctively knows what he
should not do, and, in addition, he will balk at doing it. He will refuse to do
it, even if this brings down dread consequences to him and to those whom he
loves. This, to me, is the ultimately heroic trait of ordinary people; they say
no to the tyrant and they calmly take the consequences of this resistance.
Their deeds may be small, and almost always unnoticed, unmarked by
history. Their names are not remembered, nor did these authentic humans
expect their names to be remembered. I see their authenticity in an odd way:
not in their willingness to perform great heroic deeds but in their quiet
refusals. In essence, they cannot be compelled to be what they are not.’ –
Philip K Dick, ‘How to Build a Universe That Doesn’t Fall Apart Two Days
Later’ (1978)

I woke when my head hit the glass. Not the persistent rattle like
before – head lolled against the window, full weight pressed against
the edge of my right ear – but hard enough to bruise. I’d had my head
pressed against it so long that all I could feel was the throbbing of the
glass against my ear as the coach moved down the motorway, against
my ear like a conch shell but I didn’t hear the ocean. All I could hear
was the road – different speeds produced their own vibration. I’d
sleep and it was always the same dream of the road, dreams of where
you are now, not where you are going. I’d jump back awake at sudden
turns in the road.
The coach had stopped. People were talking up front as the driver
got out of his seat and said, ‘This will only take a minute.’ As he got
off the coach he pressed the overhead button and the door closed
behind him.
I scratched my left wrist until I made my eczema weep. Then I
remembered the man sat next to me and stopped, the Japanese man
with his daughter. She was a little too big to be carried but the coach
was full when he got on, so he’d sat the whole time with the girl on
his knee. My jeans had a hole at the knee. I sat up and searched
around for my coat, the long black coat I bought in Paris. It must have
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slipped from my lap whilst I was asleep. I pulled it up from the floor,
back over my legs, and clutched it in one hand to cover the knee with
the hole.
At first all I could see out of the window was the little girl
reflected in the glass, her round face and big brown eyes, wide open,
eyes that knew more than they should just from looking, twin moons
trying to make sense of the world. Then behind her I saw something
heaped limp and bloody in the middle of the road.
The man spoke to me. ‘You can look out of the window all you
like,’ he said. ‘The road isn’t going anywhere.’
‘What’s happening?’ I said. ‘Why have we stopped?’
The man looked down the aisle. He had a better view than I did
from the window.
‘It looks like a fox,’ he said.
‘Did we hit it?’
‘I don’t know if we hit it first. All I know is we are the ones who
stopped for it.’
‘I hope it’s alright,’ I said.
The little girl looked out of the window but covered her ears
when he said that the fox was dead. He kissed the top of her head and
she nestled back down into him. The first word on her lips was still
daddy but she was aware there was a world.
‘What’s the driver doing?’ I said.
‘He needs to move it out of the way.’
‘That’s horrible.’
‘No, it shows that life is doing well round here.’
I can’t believe he said this. I don’t like seeing animals lying dead
on the road, it reminds me that we are here.
The traffic had slowed right down but started to pass around us.
Some gawked like tourists and wound down their windows as they
passed. The driver ignored them and didn’t speak. He rolled up his
white shirtsleeves and fastened them back, first one and then the
other. He wiped the sweat from his balding grey head with the back of
his hand and crouched down next to the fox. He held his right hand
against its neck, fingers pressed into the blood-matted fur. Dark blood
puddled on the road around it. He waited a slow heartbeat and then
grabbed hold of its legs. I wasn’t sure whether it would move as one
piece. He dragged the fox to the side of the road, blood smeared in a
wet trail behind it. He did this and then walked back to the coach. I
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didn’t see him wipe his hands. He got on without a word, and when
an old lady at the front asked if the fox was okay he just started
driving again.
We drove along in silence for a while. The little girl curled up on
her father and rested her head against his chest. I looked at her as a
way of looking at him.
‘She’s lovely,’ I said. Meaning she is beautiful.
‘What’s your name little girl?’ I said. Her lips tightened.
‘Anuki,’ the man said. He stroked his daughter’s hair as he said
her name.
‘She’s a quiet one.’
‘It has been a long day for her. She has been in a very strange
mood all day. She wanted to go on the coach.’
‘And what is your name, little girl?’ he said.
‘Annabelle.’ I said. ‘And you are?’
‘Married,’ he said.
I laughed at that. I’d got him to tell me he was married without
even asking, but I could already tell. Someone had picked out that suit
for him. He looked like he had spent several hours in a business
meeting, rather than sat on a coach next to me.
‘We are picking up her mother from the airport,’ he said.
‘Where’s she been?’ I said.
‘Nowhere. She is coming to visit us. And to take Anuki back
home with her.’
‘Where’s home?’ I said.
‘Tokyo,’ he said. He didn’t talk much about his country, and his
face hardly moved when he spoke.
‘I’m out here on business,’ he said, ‘but I still have access rights to
my daughter. Even when I am living out of hotel rooms.’
He said ‘access rights’ in front of his daughter. They must have
been separated for a while, but still married. Which meant that his ex
had picked out a suit for him and he was still wearing it, unless he
had a lover. Either way they had Anuki between them.
‘You have a beautiful country,’ he said.
I wasn’t going to let him get away that easily. I asked what he did
for a living.
‘I’m a lawyer,’ he said. I remembered a sign in the city that said
‘God Loves Solicitors’.
‘It was also Take Your Daughter to Work Day on Friday. We got to
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spend the weekend together.’
‘How did that go?’
‘She told the office that I like to sit at home in my underwear
drinking whiskey in the early hours of the morning, listening to jazz
records.’
‘Is that what you do?’
‘My daughter knows me very well,’ he said.
‘And what about you?’ he asked
‘I’m a painter. I’ve just sold one of my paintings.’
‘What was it of?’
I wanted to tell him that it wasn’t of anything, that when you look
at a painting you are really looking at yourself. Every time you look
you will see a different painting, as you are someone else and are also
changed by looking.
‘I have absolutely no idea,’ I said. ‘It’s supposed to be abstract.’
Anuki pulled secret faces at herself in the window. All you could
see was her looking out of the window or watching me, but one of her
blank looks was like someone sticking their tongue out at you. I tried
to speak to the man some more, but whenever I spoke Anuki would
look bored or stare at my mouth, looking at me from a funny angle
with her head against her father. When he started reading his
newspaper, I picked up the paperback that I had forgotten about from
down the side of my seat and pretended to read.
The newspaper was all in Japanese with few pictures. The
delicate black script was like an exquisite work of art. The longer I
stared at it the more I wanted to understand. He saw me looking.
‘Do you read Japanese?’ he said.
‘Only in translation,’ I said and showed him the book I was
reading. As it happened, it was by a Japanese author, a modern one
who was well respected over here. But I wanted to know more about
the newspaper.
‘I assure you it is very boring,’ he said.
‘What about this bit here?’ I said, touching the page he was on.
‘And this?’ I said, touching the other.
We stayed like this for a while, him asking questions about my
book and me touching the pages of his newspaper and asking what
they meant as I ran my hands over the print.
Eventually we decided to swap. I held the newspaper on my lap
and watched him flick through the pages of my book.
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‘I’ve read this,’ he said. ‘One time in Okinawa.’
He was on the back page before I’d even turned the first page of
his newspaper.
‘A lot has been lost in translation,’ he said. ‘The ending is
different. It is a tradition in Japanese stories that the dead must tell the
truth.’
After a while we swapped back.
I put my head back against the glass. The window still rattled but
it didn’t matter so much this time. It made me think of the
philosopher’s tale about a man who when asked why he kept banging
his head with a hammer said that it was because it felt so good when
he stopped. Anuki settled down between her father and me, and I
must have fallen asleep because the next thing I remember was as the
man touched my arm.
‘They’re making us get off the coach,’ he said.
I opened my eyes to his hand on my arm. People had stood up
and were getting ready to leave. At first I didn’t understand what was
happening, I thought that people’s souls had got up and were going
to leave them behind.
‘Why are they making us get off here?’ I said.
‘I don’t know,’ the Japanese man said, ‘A guard stopped the coach
and said that everybody had to leave their vehicles.’
I looked out of the window and strained to see down beyond the
front of the coach. I expected to see a dead fox again but instead there
was a roadblock.
I scratched my left wrist and made my eczema bleed again. My
coat had fallen off of my legs again whilst I was asleep. I picked it up
and stood with it folded over one arm, behind the Japanese man and
his daughter.
As I stepped out into the aisle I noticed that I’d left on my seat the
book that I’d been reading. It sat in my place, a cheap paperback. I
wanted to go back and get it but there were too many people behind
me waiting to get off and I didn’t want to lose my place next to the
man. His daughter Anuki still hadn’t said a word to me. I wondered if
they had talked to each other whilst I was asleep. I followed them off
the coach. We knew very little about each other, having only said the
things that strangers say when they are travelling together, but
somewhere between where we had started and where we were now, I
had started to feel connected to both of them.
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I stepped from the coach into bright sunshine and had to shield
my eyes with my hand. It was bright like being stood under the glare
of a big bulb, but we were beneath open blue sky. People squinted at
each other as if they were surprised to find out that they had been on
the same coach. I wanted to paint what I saw, to break it down into
lines and colour and graded perspective. The sky would be colder
than the fields, which were wet with morning. Each blade of grass a
single brush stroke, expertly done.
We weren’t on the motorway. It looked like we had been diverted
on to a side road. To the right a typical English field – if there is such a
thing – stretched as far as I could see. On the left hand side of the road
there was a steep grassy embankment that led down into some
woods. Several cars had stopped in front of the coach and there were
several more behind us. There was no more traffic on the road coming
or going in either direction, just our coach and the cars that had
stopped here with us. It was like the traffic had been cut off at both
ends and we had been singled out for special attention.
The roadblock consisted of two black vans parked across the
road, and a fence in front of it. The black vans had tinted windows so I
couldn’t see inside. The fence wasn’t really a fence. A thin metal grid
that would be easy to move and set up. It was the suggestion of a
fence that counted. Here is the line that you do not cross.
The men with guns were more persuasive. Uniformed guards
manned the perimeter, two by two, whilst others ushered people out
of their vehicles. I’d seen riot police before in the city, but nothing like
this. They carried themselves with the authority of soldiers or an
armed response unit, but they had no badges or symbols on their
black fatigues by which to identify them. I do not know what they
were guarding. All I know is that some of them held rifles with
shoulder straps, and that the other ones with rolled up sleeves had
machetes strapped to their belts.
A loudspeaker screeched and crackled into life.
‘Listen very carefully,’ it said. ‘There is no cause for alarm. This is
a routine inspection. Step away from your vehicles and form an
orderly queue on the road.’
Families lined up in front of their cars. The people we were with
stood along the length of the coach, with the driver at the front. The
Japanese man stood next to me with his arms around his daughter.
Anuki held on to one of her father’s arms, but didn’t seem too
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interested in the guards. She looked over the road, down the
embankment, into the woods.
‘Have your ID cards ready for inspection. Please note the use of
mobile phones is prohibited. Refrain from using your mobile phone at
all times.’
Two guards made their way down the line. They stopped at each
person in turn. One guard stood there rifle in hand, whilst the other
took the person’s ID card and looked at it. In some cases the guard
handed the ID card back to them and made them take a step
backwards out of the queue. But for most of the people they inspected
the card and then took it from them.
When they got to us, they dealt with the Japanese man first. The
guard that spoke had short blonde hair. I was surprised by how
young he looked.
‘Can I have your ID card for inspection, sir?’ he said.
The Japanese man gave it to him.
‘What’s this about?’ he said.
‘Standard procedure, sir.’
The guard put the Japanese man’s ID card in his pocket.
‘I’m going to need the little girl’s as well,’ he said.
‘She doesn’t have one, she’s just a child.’
‘It’s your responsibility to make sure she has one,’ he said. He
moved on to me.
‘Can I have your ID card for inspection, miss?’ he said.
I handed him my ID.
‘Why are you taking them from some and not from others?’ I said.
‘Standard procedure,’ he said. He put my card in his pocket.
‘Will I get it back?’ I said.
He continued down the line.
When the guards had finished the inspection we were shuffled
from the road and lined up on the embankment, ready to go down it.
The four or five men who had been given their cards back were being
escorted to the black vans. I did not want to draw attention to myself,
but we were being led to the woods.
‘They don’t look like terrorists,’ I said.
A little boy sat alone crying on the road. He refused to join our
group on the embankment. Two guards stood over him, a fat man and
a woman with long brown hair tied up in a bun. They argued about
what to do with him. The man waved his machete at the boy, but the
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woman grabbed his arm.
‘That isn’t necessary,’ she said. She knelt down next to the boy.
‘What’s your name, honey?’ she said.
He answered in a weak voice, but I couldn’t make out his name.
‘Wipe your eyes,’ she said. ‘This is just routine, it won’t take long.’
The woman stood up and pulled out a pistol. She shot the boy in
the back of the head. We all jumped at the sound and then stood very
still. He hunched forward like he was still crying but it was blood that
came out of his face. The guards left him there and walked past us
down the embankment.
The loudspeaker started up again.
‘It is imperative that you do what we tell you. We have been
authorised to use reasonable force if you do not comply. Stay calm,
follow our instructions, co-operate and this will soon be over.’
There was nothing else we could do, nowhere for us to go. Armed
guards stood around us, two by two.
‘None of you have ID cards. You must proceed into the woods,’
the loudspeaker said. ‘Form an orderly queue and move along.’
We were led at gunpoint down into the woods. The ground was
damp and muddy. Either it had rained overnight or there was dew on
the grass that had still not evaporated even though it was bright
sunshine above the trees. Dirty puddled water gathered in pitted
marks like an open wound. At the bottom of the embankment was a
large muddy ditch, lined with dead leaves and wet grass.
We stood in single file. A few feet from the front of the queue, two
guards stood by the ditch. It was the man and woman from before.
The woman still had her pistol out, and the man had a machete
strapped to his belt.
‘First one, step forward,’ the loudspeaker said. I couldn’t
understand where it was coming from, but its sound was everywhere.
As if its sound was amplified by the woods.
The young man at the front of the queue edged towards the two
guards.
‘You were first in line,’ the loudspeaker said. ‘You are free to go.
Proceed over the ditch but do not look back behind you.’
The man looked at the guards in turn and then jumped down into
the ditch. It occurred to me then that it had been dug out deliberately.
He was halfway across when he glanced over his shoulder.
A guard near the edge of the ditch aimed his rifle at him. The man
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tried to crawl out on the other side. He was shot in the back and fell
back into the ditch.
‘If you are free to go, do not look behind you,’ the loudspeaker
said. ‘Next one, step forward.’
An older man stepped forward. He was questioned by the
guards. You couldn’t hear what was being said, as there was too much
space between him and the rest of us, like a bank queue. He turned
right round and looked directly at the rest of us, as if about to say
something. The woman shot him in the side of the head. Two guards
with rolled up sleeves came over, picked him up, and dumped his
body in the ditch.
At this, a girl just behind me tried to break from the queue and
run back up onto the road. The nearest guard shot her in the chest
with his rifle. She rolled over on the grass with her eyes still open.
‘You all have a chance to live,’ the loudspeaker said. ‘Just follow
our instructions. If you answer the guard’s question correctly, then
you are free to go. Next one, step forward.’
So that’s how it was. Stick to the queue and end up in the ditch,
or run and be shot by the guards. One by one, the ditch filled up with
all of the people in front of us. Some went like placid cows. Others
struggled. But nobody else tried to run. We all watched it happen, and
waited for our turn.
The woman put a new clip in her pistol as she chatted with the
man. ‘Next one, step forward.’
The Japanese man still had his arms around his daughter.
A guard cocked his rifle at the man and said, ‘Just her.’
The Japanese man wouldn’t stand back. I held onto his arm as his
daughter stepped forward.
Anuki walked straight up to the two guards by the ditch. They
questioned her and waited for her to speak. She looked up at them
both in turn. The two guards glanced at each other and laughed. They
waved for her to go. She ran over to the ditch, and had to crawl over
the bodies to get to the other side. At first she couldn’t climb out
again, but she managed. I watched her disappear as she made her
way up the other side and out of the woods. She didn’t look back.
‘Next one, step forward.’
The Japanese man went up to the guards. At least his daughter
was safe and would not have to see this. He reached into his pocket. I
thought he was going to attack them but he pulled out his wallet.
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Then I thought that maybe he had another ID card, but he pulled out a
roll of banknotes. Money fell to the floor like dead leaves, as the
woman kicked his legs from under him.
‘We don’t want your money,’ she shouted. ‘You think that’s what
this is about?’ The other guard snatched the Japanese man’s wallet
from him and threw it into the ditch. He then turned back and
attacked him with the machete. It was a long time before the other
guards were allowed to come and throw him into the ditch.
I thought about what it would be next. They would only injure
me, and I would fall into the ditch. I would wake up at night beneath
other bodies. Bleeding badly and missing an arm or a hand, but still
alive. There would be a light snow on the other bodies like in war
films or in Auschwitz. I’d crawl out from underneath them and make
my way onto the embankment. Among the dead, mobile phones
would ring in the woods. I wouldn’t be able to find one in time to
answer it. I’d use my cord necklace as a tourniquet to stop me
bleeding, and stagger back onto the road. The coach would be gone,
but the cars would still be there. I’d break into one of them, that has an
empty baby carrier inside. I’d use tampons or disposable nappies to
mop up the blood. The guards could come back at any minute. Not
wanting to go back down among the dead to look for car keys, I’d
stumble along on foot, back towards the city. But that’s not how it
happened.
‘Next one, step forward,’ the loudspeaker said.
I walked up to the two guards, the fat man and skinny woman.
‘Are you ready?’ they said.
‘You’re like Laurel and Hardy,’ I said.
‘Listen to me,’ the man said. ‘We are not going to search you. We
are not going to rape you. We are not going to take your money. We
only want you to answer the question.’
‘You have a choice,’ the woman said. ‘Research shows that people
would prefer to be shot rather than be mutilated.’ She sounded so
cheerful. ‘Studies also show that third parties react less to gunshot
wounds than they do to mutilation, so it’s less disturbing for the
others if you do as we tell you.’
‘If you answer correctly, you are free to go,’ the man said.
‘Answer incorrectly and you will be shot. But refuse to co-operate,
and we will use the machete. Understood?’
I nodded. The woman smiled at me.
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‘Why did the chicken cross the road?’ she said.
‘You’re joking,’ I said.
‘No, this is very serious. Why did the chicken cross the road?’
‘Allow us to demonstrate,’ the man said. The two guards spoke in
turn like a double act.
‘Why did the chicken cross the road?’ he said.
‘To get to the other side,’ she said.
‘That’s the answer that most people give,’ he said.
‘It’s the only answer they know,’ she said. ‘Now my turn. Why
did the chicken cross the road?’
‘For its own foul reasons,’ he said.
‘And get this one. Why did the chicken cross the road?’ she said.
‘To prove he wasn’t chicken,’ he said.
‘Now that’s a nice answer,’ she said. ‘We let the little girl go for
that one.’
‘Was that the right answer?’ I said.
The woman smiled at me again. ‘It was for her,’ she said.
‘If I say that will you let me go?’
‘No,’ the man said.
‘Why not?’
‘You have to answer for yourself,’ he said. ‘Now it’s your turn.
Why did the chicken cross the road?’
They waited for me to answer.
‘I don’t know,’ I said.
‘You’re holding up the line,’ the man said.
‘We’ll ask you one last time,’ the woman said. ‘Why did the
chicken cross the road?’
‘I don’t know,’ I said.
The woman knocked me to the ground.
‘You see how this works,’ she said. ‘Death robs the chicken of the
road and we keep on laughing.’
I held my arm up in defence as the man hit me with the machete.
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Mektoub
For five straight minutes, Maia held a breast that wasn’t there. She
cupped her hand where her left breast should be and stared at herself
in the full-length mirror. As she cradled it, she reached into that space
and touched the skin with her right hand. Her fingertips brushed the
withered stump of her breast and worked their way in small circles to
where her nipple used to be. The scar was dappled and hard, like old
leather, but around it her skin was translucent and felt like it would
puncture if pressed too hard. She switched over to her right breast and
explored it just as carefully as the one that had been removed.
Satisfied, Maia glanced at the woman stood before her in the full
length mirror, before she dressed in the clothes that were laid out on
the bed next to her packed open suitcase: cotton knickers, left-side
padded bra, silk stockings, and a late-afternoon black taffeta cocktail
dress that alone cost more than the hotel servants earned in a week.
She put on gold earrings with single droplet pearls, and pulled arm
length gloves over wrinkled but elegant hands – covering her long
tapered fingers and manicured dark-red painted nails.
The bedroom was painted white with faded walls and a cracked
ceiling where a large overhead fan made gentle shush shush sounds
as if to quiet the heat in the room. It was late afternoon but so overcast
that a single lightbulb provided most of the light as it flickered onand-off. The windows were closed and the shutters rattled against the
heavy wind and torrential rain. It had been like this all morning –
starting up in the early hours as Maia tried to sleep.
Maia fastened her grey hair up in a tight bun, fascinated by the
black strands that refused to change with age. She held a rainbowcoloured silk scarf from the bed up against her pale throat, then threw
it into the suitcase, before she zipped it up and put it with a second
larger suitcase beside the bed. The cream-coloured linen, pulled tight
and turned back beneath two pillows, had a dent where the suitcase
had been. She picked up both suitcases and headed to the door.
At the threshold she put the suitcases down and turned round to
pick up her purse from the wooden dressing table. As an afterthought
she unclipped the purse and applied a quick smear of lipstick in front
of the mirror before she marched downstairs, not waiting for her bags
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to be carried.
The hotel was darker than her room and overcrowded. She had to
push her way through middle-aged couples with children, and young
men huddled by the reception desk, before she could put her suitcases
down.
In one corner she noticed what she considered to be four
unmistakably English ex-patriots sat in the shade around a table.
Three of them looked like great old bears hunched over the table.
Jovial, bearded men, who smoked stubby cigars and played cards in
the dim light, drinking rum in small tumblers with ice and sliced
lemon.
The fourth man, sat between them, was much younger. He wore a
pale suit and had jewelled rings on the fingers of his right hand. A
large cup of syrupy mint tea sat on the table untouched before him.
He smoked a filtered cigarette and blew smoke out to one side as he
noticed the woman look over.
The man ordered drinks in Maghrebi Arabic and the waiter
smiled at him.
‘Another round for the barflies,’ he said to his associates and took
a sip of mint tea.
The lights went out. People caught their breath in the dark. The
men continued to drink, smoke, and play cards, as though they were
the only people in the hotel. The lights came back on a few seconds
later. A couple of nervous tourists shuffled closer to the table, perhaps
hoping to join in, but the men ignored them just the same.
Maia rang the brass bell on the reception desk.
A small fan on the counter whirred away to itself next to a radio
that announced repeated severe weather warnings for Marrakech.
She rang again.
The hotelier stood talking to his younger brother who leaned in
close enough to whisper in his ear.
Maia rang again and was met with a bemused expression as the
man turned to greet her.
‘Madam Carter. You should not have brought those bags down
yourself.’
‘Hassan, where is my fucking taxi?’
The hotel went quieter than when the lights had gone out. In the
hushed near-silence even the fan seemed subdued.
‘I don’t understand, Madam.’
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‘Yes, you do. You speak English. Why isn’t it here yet? You know
that I need to get to the airport.’
‘All the planes will be grounded. As you can see—’
‘I don’t care whether the planes are grounded. I’ll deal with that
matter when I come to it. I want to be there, not here. And I don’t
want to wait in this place a moment longer. Now, did you order me a
taxi or not?’
Hassan smiled, ‘Of course, Madam.’
‘So, where is it then?’
‘I should have expected him by now,’ he said.
‘You said that an hour ago.’
‘I can assure you, Madam, it will be here as soon as possible.
Hamri is a good man. He has a family to support and needs the work.
His wife has been blessed with a new child. He was the only man
willing to come out for you in these conditions.’
She lowered her voice so that he had to lean forward to hear.
‘Have I not already said that I appreciate this?’
‘Yes, Madam.’
‘And that I’ll pay the man double for his efforts?’
‘It is understood.’
‘So, you’re not going to keep me waiting now, are you?’
‘We are only waiting on Hamri, Madam.’
‘So, you run along and get me my taxi. And I’ll get out of here.’
Hassan bowed.
‘Inshallah,’ he said.
As Hassan walked over to the telephone, Maia fanned herself
with her purse. She looked around to see the young ex-patriot
gentleman watching her, and flushed for an instant with
embarrassment.
‘One has to put one’s foot down in these situations,’ she said.
The young man nodded, with knowing eyes and a slight smile.
‘You can’t argue with the weather, lady,’ said the old bear to his
left, without looking up from his cards.
The signal from the radio next to Maia distorted and lapsed into
static.
‘Pardon me for interrupting, I don’t mean to be rude, but a lady
shouldn’t be out in such conditions. One wonders why you’re so
intent to leave. You are aware of how bad it is out there?’
‘Yes, of course,’ she said.
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‘I was listening to the radio,’ he continued. ‘There has been
extensive flooding. Automobiles have literally been picked up and
moved, deposited like pebbles. They say the wind’s so strong that the
rain is horizontal.’
‘Even so,’ she said. ‘I need to get to the airport.’
‘I’ve seen it before,’ he said. ‘People are always in such a rush to
leave when the weather turns, but it will pass.’
Maia turned and listened to the man.
‘Take these people here – they came from a different hotel about
two miles up the road. They were advised to stay where they were but
insisted on being driven over to this hotel instead. The storm followed
them. If they’d stayed where they were, they’d be out of the worst of it
by now. If you ask me, the planes at Marrakech will be on the ground
for the next few days. My advice is to stay here.’
‘Perhaps you’re right,’ she said. ‘But I really must be leaving.’
Maia turned round to the desk and rang the bell again. Hassan
was still on the telephone. She couldn’t understand what he was
saying but, as he shifted from one foot to the other, she made out one
word that she knew. Mektoub: it is written.
Hassan put the phone back in its cradle and stared at it for a
moment before he turned back to her.
‘Well?’ she said.
‘I am afraid that there has been an accident. About an hour ago.
Hamri, the man that you wanted to come out in these conditions, was
on his way here when a tree fell. Not just on to the road, but directly
on to his taxi. It is believed that he died straight away. I have just
spoken to his wife.’
Maia unclipped her purse and placed it on the counter. She
reached in and pulled out a cigarette and an ivory lighter. Her hands
shook as she lit the cigarette and drew on it hard. She blew the smoke
out in hurried breaths, as though not wanting to take it into her lungs.
‘So, when can you send someone else out?’ she said.
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Love Thy Spider
I wish I’d crushed the Spider when he only measured an inch or so
from one end to the other. The first time I saw him, he was scurrying
across your father’s desk as if he owned it. I screamed and backed
away, watching him run down the desk leg and across the floor. He
was much quicker than I am, with my ankles, but the doctor says it’s
just my age and I shouldn’t worry so much about it.
I couldn’t bear the thought of that Spider in your father’s room.
In the weeks after the funeral, I’d had your father’s old things brought
to the spare bedroom of my new bungalow. His desk was in the
middle and I’d put his model of the Colosseum on top, next to the
photograph from our honeymoon in Italy. His clothes were nice and
neat in a wardrobe and I’d stacked his books on some lovely new
shelves. The bungalow didn’t seem so lonely after that. I think he’d
have liked it, Ellen.
I was dusting the spare room when I saw the Spider. Now, you
know I couldn’t hurt a fly, but that little thing filled me with dread. I
went for the vacuum cleaner in the corner and he followed me, as if he
knew what I had in mind. I fumbled with the plug and he came closer.
I was all on edge, my heart pounding. Finally, I got the plug in and
reached for the switch. Then I heard a voice.
‘Don’t you dare.’
I looked around and there was nobody there.
‘Take that infernal machine away.’
I thought I was hearing things. Then the Spider advanced.
‘I’ll crawl up your arm and into your hair – what fun that would
be!’
I screamed and made for the door. He was quicker.
‘You’re forgetting something.’
I stopped. He was between me and the door and he was talking to
me. I felt sick.
‘I won’t tell you again, Clarissa.’
The Spider was on the floor, tapping one of his spindly legs like
that impatient man in the post office does. He watched as I bent down
to unplug the vacuum cleaner. I wheeled it out as quickly as I could
and slammed the door behind me. I’m imagining things, I thought,
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trying to calm myself.
‘I haven’t finished with you yet,’ he shouted.
I froze.
‘Bring me some food. I’m hungry.’
I couldn’t stand it any more. I backed down the corridor into the
hall, opened the door and stepped into the bright, sane, safe world
outside. I went around to Nellie’s – the bungalow next to mine. I rang
the bell and waited, anxiously, listening to her dog yapping. I could
hear Nellie inside, shuffling along with her walking-frame. Finally,
she opened the door and her dog rushed out, jumping up and licking
me.
‘Oh hello, dear,’ Nellie said. ‘Are you alright? You look like
you’ve seen a ghost.’
I was about to tell her, but I stopped. The sheer normality of
Nellie, with her frame and her dog, made everything that had
happened seem insane. There’s a talking spider in my house, I thought.
How can I tell her that? So I just said ‘How about a cup of tea, Nellie?’
and we went in and talked about that new supermarket and how
Nellie’s electric tin opener wasn’t working properly. After a couple of
cups of strong tea, I was convinced I’d imagined the whole thing.
As soon as I returned from Nellie’s, the Spider started calling me.
‘I know you can hear me, Clarissa – you’ve still got your hearing,
if not much else. Are you going to bring me some food or shall I help
myself?’
‘Go away!’ I said, clamping my hands over my ears. But I could
still hear him.
‘Don’t you dare tell me what to do!’ he yelled.
‘You’re not real!’ I cried.
I broke down then. I sat in the living room and wept, but all the
time I could hear him. I was at my wit’s end. I went to the kitchen in a
daze and made a cheese sandwich, though I couldn’t bring myself to
eat it. I left it on a plate for him instead and he was quiet after that.
The next morning I awoke, thinking it had all been a bad dream. I
walked to the spare room and checked for any signs of him. There was
the empty plate in the corner.
Terror gripped me and I hurried out of the room. I was going to
ring you, but it was six o’clock in the morning – and it’s always that
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answering machine whatever time of day I ring. What could I have
said anyway? You’d have told me I couldn’t look after myself again
and you’d have had me in a home by lunchtime. I don’t think you
believe me even now.
I decided to put a stop to things, for good. He was only little, after
all and I was feeling quite cold-blooded about it, once I’d calmed
down. I went straight to the cupboard and took out the vacuum
cleaner. I switched it on in the corridor, pushed the spare room door
open and swept across the floor, searching for him. Then I saw him
retreating up the wall and I attacked.
‘No!’ he yelled. ‘I forbid it!’
I watched with satisfaction as he was sucked in. He shrieked all
the way down the tube.
I changed the vacuum cleaner bag and put the old one in the bin
outside. I was very proud of myself. He was gone and I thought I
could forget all about him.
Five weeks later, a voice woke me in the night.
‘Clarissa!’
‘Tom?’ I mumbled, half asleep.
But it wasn’t your father’s voice – it was the Spider’s. ‘Clarissa,
I’m extremely annoyed,’ he said. ‘If you don’t bring me some food, I
shall have to come and find you.’
It’d been a month, Ellen – a month of everything being ordinary
again. When I heard the voice, I froze under the covers.
‘Hide and seek it is then!’ he shouted.
‘Wait! I’m coming,’ I replied. I didn’t want him scurrying around
anywhere else in the house – it was bad enough having him in Tom’s
room.
‘About time too,’ I heard him say, as I arrived. ‘I’ve met woodlice
with more get-up-and-go.’
I looked around the spare room for him. He’d spun threads
linking all the pieces of furniture and a large web stretched from the
desk to one of the shelves.
‘You should be dead,’ I said, trying to see him.
‘You should be dead after what you did to me,’ he replied. ‘Have
you any idea what it’s like inside a vacuum cleaner? Of course you
haven’t – it’s Hell! Now bring me something to eat.’
‘Can’t you catch flies yourself?’ I asked.
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‘Flies? I’ve been eating Nellie’s dog for the past week – and very
tasty it was, too. I want more meat. Thick, succulent meat, fit for a
king. And be quick about it.’
He crawled out from behind the desk. My breath caught in my
throat. He’d grown so much that he looked like one of those
tarantulas you see on television. He must have been five inches across
then, with thick legs like pipe-cleaners.
Scared to death, I hurried to the kitchen. I brought him some
chops that I’d been defrosting overnight. The way he attacked the
meat nearly made me sick.
‘You may leave now,’ he said as he ate. ‘But don’t forget, I can
come and find you. One bite and you’ll be paralysed and at my
mercy.’
In the living room, I sat down and cried. I was so afraid, Ellen – I
didn’t know what to think. Part of me was scared it was all in my
head and another part was terrified that the hideous creature was real.
I was about to ring you then and tell you everything, but I lost my
nerve. I was frightened that I’d end up in a home, like Alice did,
withering away in the heat with a television blaring at me all day. I
actually thought the Spider was better than that – at least I had my
bungalow and my independence.
I fed him meat, three times a day. Sometimes it was just like having
Tom back.
He stayed in the spare room, crawling across your father’s things
as he pleased. The honeymoon photo disappeared and he started
using the Colosseum as some sort of nest, while he could still fit in it.
During the autumn, he grew to three times his size. I felt like I
couldn’t do anything – if I ignored him, he never stopped shouting.
One day I found him standing over the pages of a large book from
your father’s shelves. It looked, for all the world, like he was reading
it.
‘Get off!’ I yelled.
‘This is my kingdom now,’ he replied.
‘This is Tom’s room!’ I said. ‘And I’ll not have you dirtying his
things.’
‘He’s dead, Clarissa, yet you continue to be his slave.’
I was furious. I grabbed the book and slammed it shut, squeezing
him inside, but he was too big. His long legs curled around my hands.
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I screamed and dropped the book. It bulged as he crawled out. I stood
there, helpless, willing myself to stamp on him, but he was just too
big.
‘Get out!’ he shouted. ‘Get out of my sight.’
I edged away from him, trembling. I left the room and went out
into the garden for some fresh air. Standing there, I had an idea. In the
shed, there were insecticides, weedkillers and slug pellets. I gathered
them up and took them into the kitchen, where I made a vile mixture.
I brought him a raw steak that night, laced with it.
The next morning, I eased open the door to the room. The steak had
gone and there was no sign of him.
‘Would you like something to eat?’ I called.
There was no answer. I was so happy I gave the room a good
dusting there and then. It was in such a mess with his webs
everywhere, but I got Tom’s things cleaned up and the room was soon
back to normal.
After breakfast, I went into town and did some shopping. I
treated myself to a new blouse from that expensive shop on Walker
Street. It was the best day I’d had in a long time.
But about ten nights later, I heard his voice again. The despair came
flooding back.
‘Clarissa! We can’t go on like this. Loneliness doesn’t suit you and
eating woodlice doesn’t suit me.’
He sounded very weak. That was something at least.
‘Let’s be friends,’ he moaned, as I walked down the corridor.
The spare room was in darkness. I was reaching for the light
switch when something hit my face.
‘Bitch!’ he yelled and dug his eight legs in, viciously. His bulbous
body pressed over my mouth and his legs held tight around my head.
‘I ought to kill you for that!’ he screeched. ‘I should pluck out your
eyes and eat them!’
I wrestled with his legs, trying to prise them from my face. They
were horrible, rigid like bones, but hairy. They seemed a lot longer
than before. I stumbled across the room, cobwebs catching in my hair.
Twisting, I lost my balance. I hit the floor with a crash. Pain ran up my
arms and back.
‘Now bring me something nice and non-toxic,’ he said, crawling
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off me.
I forced myself across the floor on my hands and knees. I felt
violated.
‘If you try and be clever again, I’ll kill you,’ he said – and I
believed him.
I brought him a ham and pickle sandwich – your father liked
those. When I switched the light on, I could see he’d been busy. There
were cobwebs and threads everywhere, with dozens of ordinary little
spiders running along them. He was sitting in a large web that ran
from the desk to the floor. I felt sick as I looked at him – he must have
been two feet long with his legs stretched out. His fat body pulsated
with mocking laughter.
I put the plate on the floor for him and started to leave.
‘I haven’t dismissed you yet.’ He scurried down his web. ‘Bring
the television as well.’
I’d have done almost anything then. I struggled through the door
with the television and set it up opposite his web – he got a better
signal there than I ever did in the living room.
As I was leaving, one of his legs curled around the remote control.
‘You may stay with me,’ he said.
He had the TV on all the time. Some nights I didn’t get any sleep at
all. When there was a comedy on, I could hear him laughing along
with the audience.
I took him his food and watched as he grew larger and larger. He
was quite specific about meal times – breakfast at eight, lunch at
twelve thirty and dinner at six. If I was late with them he would shout
at me and threaten to do something horrid. One time, I interrupted his
favourite soap opera and he pinned me against the wall. I cowered,
expecting him to attack – but he calmed down when I told him they
repeated the soap on a digital channel. The next day, I bought him one
of those new digital televisions from the catalogue.
Not long after that, he asked me to get him another Spider.
‘Haven’t you got enough of them?’ I asked, pointing at all the
little ones around him.
‘I want a mate,’ he said. ‘A Spider King should have a Spider
Queen.’
I went to that big pet shop on Market Street and I got him a
tarantula – the largest I could find. She amused him for an hour or
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two but he soon grew bored. She couldn’t talk, for one thing and she
was much smaller – he’d swollen to four feet in size. I think he ate her
that afternoon, but he never told me about it.
When you and Henry visited last month, I kept the room closed and
the Spider agreed to stay quiet. I suppose I was a little distracted,
dreading what would happen if you looked inside the spare room. I’d
lost a lot of weight as well – I expect you noticed I wasn’t eating
much. I saw the way you and Henry looked at each other, you know –
I knew what you were thinking, I’m not daft.
I wish I’d shown you the room, though.
Yesterday, when I came back from town, a police car had just pulled
up outside Nellie’s bungalow and some of the neighbours were
standing around talking. Someone had heard Nellie screaming, but
nobody could find her.
‘She’s probably with that useless daughter of hers,’ I said. ‘The
one who married that foreigner.’
I walked up my drive and went inside with my shopping. As I
got to the kitchen, I saw the back door was hanging open. A horrible
feeling swept over me. I dropped the shopping and rushed into the
spare room. Nellie’s walking-frame was on the floor, tangled in the
webs.
‘What have you done?’ I screamed.
‘I went out for a takeaway,’ the Spider said, climbing into view.
He was bigger than the desk. ‘She was out in the garden and I was
hungry. Stupid idea though – her dog was a lot meatier.’
‘You vile creature!’ I cried.
He straightened his legs so that his many eyes were level with
mine. ‘This is my house and I can do what I want,’ he said.
I ran from the room.
‘Come back here!’ he shouted.
I returned with the bread knife.
‘Get out of my house!’ I yelled and hacked at one of his huge legs.
All at once he was upon me, eight strong legs against my two frail
arms. I was powerless. He pushed me to the floor and I lost the knife.
Within seconds he’d wrapped me in sticky thread and hoisted me
halfway up the wall. I gasped, trying to draw breath as he held me.
‘You’ll stay there until breakfast,’ he laughed.
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I screamed, flailing against the threads, but it was useless. He
kicked me in the stomach and I gagged. I cried for help again as soon
as I could.
He lunged at me and pressed his awful body against mine. ‘I’ll
eat you now if you don’t shut up!’ He opened his maw, ready to bite. I
closed my eyes. Then, through my screams, I heard shouts at the front
door. Moments later, they were around the back and I could hear
people running in the corridor. Suddenly, he let me go and I tumbled
to the floor. I looked around, my head spinning. The policemen from
Nellie’s house were staring at me.
‘The Spider!’ I croaked. But there was no sign of him – only a
couple of his minions scurrying into the corners. I scrambled across
the floor to the walking-frame. ‘He’s killed Nellie!’ I cried.
The policemen lifted me up off the floor. ‘We need to ask you
some questions,’ they said.
As they took me out of the room, I looked back and saw the
Spider emerge from behind the desk. He was laughing as he climbed
into his web.
They don’t believe me, Ellen. How could I make up something like
that? They think I killed her! You’ve got to help me. Please promise
me something – go to the bungalow and look in the room. He’s in
there, Ellen. He’s in there!
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Justine Jones
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Safe House
It hardly mattered to Mario whether the rain still plunged in thick,
cold drops from a grey sky or if the sun instead shed yellow light on
his backyard; but he twitched the curtain aside for a second, just to see
that the world hadn’t changed. The long-stalked grass of his lawn
bent its seed-heads in the strong wind. Dark skies let a little moisture
blow across the glass. He allowed the curtain to drop.
It was nine o’clock and the schoolchildren whose shouts and
footfalls had so distressed him were long since gone to their
classrooms. He could see no sign of life at his neighbours’ windows
and no-one on the streets. Inside the local shops he knew that the
shopkeepers waited under fluorescent lights, swaying back on their
heels, longing for customers they knew would scarcely appear before
the dinner hour of twelve.
The road lay open and empty of cars. A white fragment of litter
bowled up and down the cul-de-sac in the company of a brown oak
leaf.
This place thirsted for more life.
Mario stepped into his small study, where his tapestry armchair
waited, sanctuary within a sanctuary. He took down a handsome
volume and began for the thirty-first time on A Tale of Two Cities.
He knew that the doors front and back were locked because he
always kept them locked except when there was a delivery of any
kind due. Mario had been settled in his chair only a minute and had
heard no sound except his fingers turning the thin, gold edged pages
– but suddenly to his shock someone was standing at his left shoulder.
He shuddered, aware that he had heard the sigh of an exhalation –
then leapt to his feet, but saw no-one.
The room was as before; he was alone and yet he knew someone
had been there beside him. There was a smell, like damp wool. In his
panic and indignation Mario ran through the small house, calling and
searching for the stranger. Upstairs he glanced out into the street and
saw a woman’s pale upturned face.
He quietened then, realising that his noise must be audible
outside. His search told him that the house was silent and orderly and
nothing had moved from the place he had left it. Mario, after a few
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deep breaths, found himself wondering whether he might just need
something to relax him. But there was no alcohol in the house.
Alcohol led to trouble, he had learned years ago. It allowed certain
tactless thoughts to escape into speech and action with painful
consequences. Then again, he did not want to consider going as far as
the doctor’s surgery. Leaving aside the impossibility of the encounter
itself – no. The safe, clean confines of his home anchored him best of
all in reality. He must not go out and no-one must come in. That way
everything would be fine. He returned to the heavy volume,
beginning again at the start of chapter one.
The reading and a small meal by the radio passed his day. When
the children re-emerged from school he covered his head with a
pillow until their brouhaha had passed him by once more. It was a
good thing, a very good thing that next door was empty. He needn’t
fear any disturbance from there. His nerves needed silence or the
soothing murmur of his radio’s distant, friendly voices. If he was left
alone, in the quiet, things would go back to the way they had been
before yesterday.
But when at eleven that night he turned out the light and lay back
on his pillow he felt the stirrings of fear, a fear that paralysed his
limbs. He began to wonder if he dare move. It seemed horribly
possible that a stranger was lying next to him on the bed or sitting on
his bedside chair. There was no need for this, he told himself, and
tried to force his limbs to sprawl across the bed, to take up all the
space to which he was entitled. He could not. There was no strength
in his body. At the foot of the bed he sensed movement in the dark
and something like draped leather brushed past. Then his ankles were
grasped by great hands and he couldn’t help but cry out. The pressure
increased and he gasped.
‘I don’t have any money,’ he protested.
There was a grunt that signified amusement from the end of the
bed. The pressure lessened. Mario hoped the phantom would
disappear as it had done before. Mario prayed that it would. There was
one creaking footfall and then it was again as though no-one had ever
been in the room. Mario turned on every light in the house. He
opened every door, every cupboard and stalked down into the cellar
with his heavy claw hammer raised. But the house had returned to its
usual tranquility, thick with the atmosphere he had created there of
bookish quietude.
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He had a final thought. He made his way up to the second
bedroom, the one he had always used to keep his past in. Neat piles of
box files reached almost to the ceiling and a filing cabinet dominated
the centre of the room. Mario moved past them towards the far door.
He opened it and gazed up into the dark space of the cupboard.
Taking a broom he pushed on the small attic trap, which moved aside
easily. The drop from there to the floor was eight feet and there was
no ladder. But it was possible, wasn’t it? That some madman had
crept past him, had got up here and was even now lurking in the roof
space, waiting to come down and do God knows what. He must have
got a key somehow, that was it. But Mario could not think when that
could have happened, because there had never been a day in the years
since he had moved in that he had felt equal to venturing outside. His
wants were delivered to the door, his garden tended in the summer
months, meter readings put in the window, no-one came in and he
never crossed the threshold.
The next morning things seemed almost normal. All the comforts
of his protected existence remained in place. He thought with
satisfaction of the money in the bank. His calendar and the radio told
him that he had been here five years now, never ill, never in debt. He
was sure he was alone.
Then the clouds brought an early twilight and Mario felt an
unfamiliar cold in his heart as the wind shivered across the forlorn
grass outside. He resolved not to go to bed, to sit up and watch for the
supposed intruder in whom he scarcely believed. He had decided that
it was necessary to prove to himself that he did not need anything –
he needed no help from anyone or anything outside.
An hour later it was barely dark. The moon had appeared but
was still pale and the rush hour traffic still sped by on the distant
main road. Mario had eaten his supper and was sitting at the table
drinking coffee when he felt a terrible coarse rope around his neck. He
froze as the great hands passed the hemp across his chest and behind
him, pulling his hands together and tying them confidently. Mario
began to lash out with his feet but the toe of a boot landed an
incapacitating kick to his right shin followed by another as heavy to
his left. His scream was muffled by a cloth thrust against his face and
tied behind his head. He heard the creak of leather.
At last the intruder spoke. His voice was little more than a
whisper but Mario could hear hatred in every syllable.
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‘I don’t want money.’
Mario knew he needed to talk to the man more than anything, so
that it would go less hard with him. There was no doubt he had done
something to deserve this but if he could just plead his case there
might be some room for leniency.
‘Mercy,’ he tried to say through the cloth.
‘You saying you’re sorry? Well, so am I. Sorry you were here so
long before I realised it. I could have paid you back sooner.’
Mario couldn’t say what he was being paid back for but it stood
to reason that he had somehow offended. He had been keeping
himself away from other people for quite a long time, indoors, safe
with his books and making sure no-one noticed him. He must have
done something he couldn’t remember, before, before he got here to
his safe house and somehow this hideous enemy had found out and
got to him. He felt naked. His captor was directly behind him and he
tensed, waiting for the searing stab of a knife or the brain numbing
stroke of a blunt instrument.
The rope round his chest was pulled tighter. His hands were
beginning to lose feeling. The intruder must have hit him in the face
because his jaw ached now. He tried to imagine what the man who
held him captive might look like. He had meaty hands, he sounded
old. Gnarled, ugly, that’s what he would look like. With small black
blazing eyes that reflected the hate in his hoarse voice. Mario thought
he could see a little round the cloth, strained to turn his head in the
hope of catching sight of any part of the devil. If only he could speak.
‘I’ll never let you go.’ It was said so low, with so little feeling.
Suddenly Mario knew where the man had come from. If he had
looked a little harder, if he had climbed up into his loft he had no
doubt he would have seen dislodged bricks, mortar scraped away, a
hole through to the empty place next door. The only way the stranger
could have got in without him knowing. His tormentor tightened the
rope again and he began to feel as though he would faint from lack of
breath. The pain in his jaw was so bad but he couldn’t remember the
punch landing. He tried again to beg for a hearing and managed to
mumble through the gag.
‘What did I do to you?’
Then he shrieked as the rope tightened again. It had to snap soon,
that was it. He would break free then.
‘You did nothing.’ The spiteful voice.
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Mario wanted to protest. I hurt no-one. I stayed in here, I paid my
bills, I had nothing to do with anyone – never even wrote a letter or
made a phone call. I just… lived. But he couldn’t form the words, his
mouth was full of cloth again. He felt hope leaching away and
darkness coming up to meet him and he fought to retain his grip on
consciousness. There was no more time. He had to escape now. He
threw his weight from side-to-side and steeled himself for the painful
impact as his head hit the tiled floor.
Up in the loft a cutting wind penetrated the roof for a moment
and a trickle of red dust spilt from the solid and unbreached Victorian
brickwork.
Half-stunned, Mario knew his gambit had failed. He felt the rope
tighten and tighten until he could not even gasp for breath. At least
then the pain began to fade. The face of the man in leather began to
form in his dream of passing and he was surprised by an unfamiliar
courage in his heart. He was ready. Leathery wings enfolded him and
he sensed the rightness of that. The fullness of his lesson would be
learned now, in the life to come – that he had shirked his duty to
expose himself, to risk offending others with his words and deeds.
That to have done nothing, risked nothing, was the greatest crime of
all.
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Way Station
This time of year things never seem real. You’re rushing down the
rails under a barrier of sky, hemmed in by the late dawn and early
dark. Looking around it’s hard to believe anyone else doesn’t feel the
same. Chances are, in their heads they’re all at home under the duvet,
breathing the bedroom air, last night’s tiredness sighing from their
lungs in luxurious sleep. I shake my free newspaper. In a week or two
we will all be back in our skins, travelling on automatic, ready each
morning for the free paper’s predictable ration of pleasures and
shocks. We will accept whatever it ladles out, from nationwide knife
panics to stories about lovable animals at the zoo, turning the noisy
pages that are designed to relieve us from having to think about work.
The carriage is full, but only three of the other passengers stand
out: a dark haired sallow woman in her forties, a long haired white
guy in his thirties and a woman with a severe grey bob whose deeply
furrowed powdered brow says she is over age for retirement. All of
them sit, eyes closed, heads back against the rough nylon of the old
seats, private worlds of music and radio blotting out the clangour of
the moving wheels and the slow build of the humming motor. When
they get to their destinations someone else will look at them – Julie
will look at me – and we will all recognise the expression we saw in
the mirror earlier that morning. Resigned to getting back under.
I don’t have any headphones so I sit back into the prickly nylon
pile and try to remember the dream I was having before I got up. I’ve
had my eyes closed for a good ten minutes, on the edge of sleep, when
something starts to feel wrong. We’ve stopped a couple of times, I’m
aware of that. We should have made it to the city by now. I look at the
time. Only five minutes late so far, and that’s routine on this line.
There are no announcements, no scrolling signs in the train. Nothing
unusual about that either. I rest my head back again, then feel a little
dizzy, so I open my eyes. No-one’s checked our tickets. I look down
the carriage for the inspector, but there isn’t any sign. I decide the
ticket inspector has done what I would have liked to do and he or she
must even now be smilingly lapped in warmth, drifting in and out of
guilty dreams.
I wish I dared do that. But I know if I wasn’t wide awake at my
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desk on time every morning it would all soon fall apart. For a start,
Julie would have to remember things for herself. And Kate would
have to think about organising delivery timetables instead of planning
her next holiday. And on Fridays there would be no-one in the office
at all. I’ve always kept hoping things would change, that some clever
new girl would start so that I could get out with my conscience intact.
Not that I owe Julie or Kate so much, or even Barbara, the MD. It’s the
customers that I really stay for. I make sure they get their food sent
round and someone comes to clean up. And I talk to their relatives,
not all of whom you would want to invite to dinner. Julie and Kate
make sure they never answer the phone to Mrs May or Mr Zarkar,
who will be complaining again about the cost.
It’s been that way for more than five years now. Sometimes I start
to think that maybe it’s someone else’s turn, and that they’ll never
come to take it if I don’t walk away.
Usually there are people I recognise on the train, although none of
us speak. Today I don’t recognise anyone. I suddenly feel uncertain. I
am about to get up and look for someone awake to ask when the train
slows to a halt. I try to see the name of the station in the dark but
though I rub and smear the fogged windows it’s hopeless. I go to the
door. It opens and a new passenger steps in. I lean out and look up
and down the platform. I don’t recognise it. He has been waiting
alone there. Thinking I might see the station name from the next
carriage I hurry along the aisle as the train moves off, but the sign
flashes past too fast for me to read. When I go to ask the new
passenger what train he thinks he’s boarded he’s sitting in my seat.
He’s seventy-odd with a white goatee and glasses, wearing an oldfashioned windcheater over a checked shirt. His shoes are brown
suede. By his side there’s a plastic bag and he has a pen poised over a
post-it pad.
‘Warm seat,’ he explains. I let myself scowl a little and then look
away. He doesn’t seem particularly crazy or like a drunk. Just rude
then, but I decide I will have to be quite careful asking him anything.
So very offhand I say, ‘is this the Martinborough train?’
‘Martinborough?’ his eyes lighten with mirth, ‘You’ll have to get
off next stop and go back up the line I’m afraid.’
‘Thanks,’ I say, all low-key, and I take another seat and turn back
to my paper.
I tense inwardly as he starts to speak again. Everyone else is
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either asleep or has their head in the paper. Most of them are wearing
in-ear music phones. ‘You work in Martinborough?’
‘Yes.’
‘I’m going to Laversley. I work up there. I’m a gardener. Got to do
some outside jobs this week, so no point going in before daylight.’
He seems pretty genteel for a gardener. He seems pretty clean and
well dressed too. I decide his ‘outside work’ doesn’t involve actual
digging and planting. Perhaps he used to be in charge and they can’t
get him to retire. People are ridiculous, aren’t they? He’s an old man,
like our customers, but he’s been lucky so far. He doesn’t need
someone to bring him ready meals or pick him up from the floor
when he’s had a fall. Maybe if you love your work as much as he
obviously does it’s easier to keep going.
The sun is starting to turn the sky grey and pink and I think about
having to stand around in the cold and being very late.
‘I hope you won’t get in trouble.’
‘No.’ I look up quickly to catch his expression and I feel
reassured. It seems like he really is just making conversation. ‘I’ve got
my mobile,’ my hand automatically goes to my pocket and I feel the
phone there along with the metal of my house keys. ‘I’ll call my
manager and let her know. Just means making up a bit of time.’ Now
that I’ve spoken a real sentence or two to him he relaxes and chats
away. I’m wondering about the time. How far can it be to the next
station? He starts telling me about his family and I begin to feel
awkward again. Especially when he brings out his wallet to show me
a photo.
‘Just come over here and take a look.’ I hesitate, heart thumping.
But his face is friendly, open and expectant and despite myself I perch
next to him while he unsnaps the smooth worn brown leather and
shows me a photograph in faint colour of a woman and baby. There
isn’t much space and his free arm is pressed against my side. I can’t
wait to get up. I stand. ‘Sit down a moment’, he says, as though I were
an awkward child, ‘and I’ll show you Lisa when she was sixteen.’ I sit
back down. After all, I think, he is harmless. The photo is blurred but
Lisa is a fair, pale girl with a Lady Di haircut, and I’d guess she’s over
forty by now. He extricates his arm from being crushed against my
side, which is a relief, and tells me that Lisa is a teacher in York and
that his wife is dead. I have already decided not to tell him anything
about myself and in the absence of any response he continues about
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his wife.
‘My wife used to say there were some people on the trains who
are special. She used to point them out to me when we travelled
around together.’
Since no-one else is listening there is less scope for
embarrassment than there might be. But I decide to head him off by
choosing a candidate myself.
‘That lady there,’ I say, indicating the older one whose silver hair
has spread a little on the seat back, splayed there by static electricity.
He looks appraisingly at her.
‘Maybe. Maybe there’s no one she’d pick on this train.’ Pick for
what? I am deliberately silent for a few moments.
‘How long before we stop again?’ I ask.
‘Not long now.’
The light is getting stronger outside and he stares through the
window at the landscape of green fields until finally the train begins
to slow again and he rises.
‘Goodbye’, I say, hoping to have forgotten this uncomfortable
stranger soon.
‘Aren’t you getting off then?’ he asks. Remembering, I hastily pull
together my paper and bag and follow him onto the Leversley
platform. I just catch sight of the woman with the grey bob, her head
raised from the seat back, trying to focus on us as the train pulls away.
The gardener smiles at my absent-mindedness and then sets off for
whatever grand establishment it is he spends his days in. I climb the
steps to the bridge and make my way to the other side of the track. It’s
breathtakingly quiet. The train back up the line isn’t due for twenty
minutes. Just too long for my feet and cold fingers to bear. I decide to
leave the paper tucked under my arm and walk down into the village
for a few minutes to relieve the boredom and keep warm. So, back
over the bridge, to the exit and down the metal steps. I’m satisfied that
the gardener is long gone. The sight of an old Rover alone in the car
park breaks into my sense of isolation. The mundane world is still out
there, petrol, shopping, trains, offices. The dusty Rover wants to carry
me away, back to my proper place. It offers a comfort that I know is
intrinsically perverse.
I haven’t phoned in yet. It’s two minutes to nine and Julie and
Kate will already have noticed I’m not there. They’ll be bitching about
my timekeeping within three minutes, or maybe they will defer that
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pleasure and start their conversation about me with something I
overlooked last week. I push my cold hands into my pockets and once
again something is wrong. The hard edges of the house keys and the
phone aren’t there, but instead I can feel an unfamiliar papery bulk. It
has to have been the stranger that did this, back when I was worrying
about his arm being crushed by my side. I pull out a roll of money –
notes held together with an elastic band. Most of them are fifties and I
find he has given me, altogether, £1000. £1000 for a set of useless keys
and a second hand phone. In the centre of the roll is the post-it note he
was writing on when I first saw him. It says in careful capitals:
THIS IS TO HELP YOU GET AWAY.
I don’t cross the bridge again and when the next train comes I
carry on to the end of the line.
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NJ Ramsden
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A Window is also a Wall
She told me, ‘Childhood is something you spend your adult life trying
to get back to and escape from in equal measure.’
I told her I supposed it to be true. I had suds between my fingers
from washing up, and wiped them on her hair. She squealed.
‘We should get married,’ she said.
‘Why?’
She pushed gently against me. She was warm.
We had met at the birthday of some friends of mutual friends, but
the friends had failed to show up and neither of us knew anyone else.
She was married then. I talked to her, and she had the grace to listen. I
spilt some wine on the carpet, and she mopped it up. Next time I saw
her she was divorced.
I met the ex-husband once, briefly, but only learned who he was
when it no longer mattered. He seemed nice. We spoke awkwardly of
the cricket, which it was obvious neither of us understood.
When I mentioned it, she flew into a rage.
‘I can’t believe you spoke to him!’ she yelled.
I said I hadn’t known.
‘Why are you telling me this?’
I didn’t know.
So things grew from there. We met for dinner, took walks,
watched films – nothing out of the ordinary. She was pretty but not
beautiful; slim but not thin; she had brown hair, hazel eyes, and a
plain smile. Maybe that’s how I saw her. Maybe she reminded me of
someone. I don’t question it. We met, that’s all. We liked being
together.
The first time she told me she loved me came early on. We had
made love in the afternoon, on the large bed I had by the window. She
liked to be naked in daylight, and she liked to make love near a
window, at her flat or mine. If the weather was fine she wanted the
window open. We never made love outdoors. Later she told me it was
something she had done with other men. I didn’t pursue it.
We lay by the window, drowsy and soothed. It was warm
outside. Afternoon sun stroked us into a light sleep. Out in the street,
dirty pigeons purred into each other’s feathers, and conversation
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blended with footsteps and car-horns. I awoke to the muted sounds of
a busker’s guitar. His songs came and went on the lilt of the air, like
tides.
She was staring gently at me, her head a mirror to mine on the
pillow, small puffs of breath teasing my nostrils; her dark eyes locked
idly into mine. Her closeness took me by surprise. Maybe I smiled.
‘I love you,’ she said.
It was a natural thing to say, I suppose. She said it with such
plainness I would have believed her had we been together longer.
I said nothing. I was still drowsy. Was there anything that could
be said at all? Perhaps only a lie, and I did not want to lie. So I said
nothing. In a second, the brightness in her eyes faded, her soft brow
creased, the corners of her mouth hardened. I opened my lips to ease
out something comforting but nothing came. She rolled over to face
the window. We lay silently. A flare of sunlight softened across the
glass, turning it pale and opaque.
I didn’t have regular work then. I lived south of the city, where
industry had died, and the graves of its slums had been levelled and
replanted with concrete. The buildings were tall, and the colour of
dust. I meant to move, but it was easier to stay. She lived further out
where the concrete gave way to yellow brick and painted steel. The
blocks were new, but not so different – grey lobbies, narrow stairs,
lifts that stank of piss and bleach.
She worked from home. She had a windowless office in a corner
of her flat that seemed an accident of bad design, shoehorned in
between everything else and forgotten about. I had one in my flat too,
and filled it with junk: cardboard crates; old broken telephones;
newspaper clippings; clothes that didn’t fit; a toolbox, because I
thought I would need tools, somehow, some day; lightbulbs, mostly
of the wrong sort; packaging and receipts for the toaster, the kettle,
things beyond guarantee; and old, dead bits and pieces of my self, the
packets of school photographs, snapshots taken at university of
people whose names I’d fail to recall in conversation, of antics only
remembered now as frozen moments, the photographs having crept
into memory and replaced them; a broken mirror; plant pots; a pair of
smart shoes that came out for weddings, funerals, interviews. All
these things I kept, and I keep them still, and on rainy days I open the
door and gaze at them, as we gaze at artefacts in a museum.
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‘You need a clear-out,’ She reminded me. ‘One’s environment is a
reflection of oneself.’
We’d replaced a bulb. I put the box back, which meant a partial
dismantling and reassembly of the cupboard’s contents. I was careful
to fit everything in neatly. She brushed past me into the bathroom,
and closed the door.
Living in a block of anonymous identical flats feeds a desire to see
behind the laminated numbers, to transcend the boundaries of the
geometric in a search for some beacon of identity. The first time she let
me pass into her own domain, I felt oddly corrupt, as though I had
coerced her into an act she resented. It felt like spying.
There was a mirror in the entrance; ‘hall’ is too grand a word. We
had to squeeze by each other. I knocked over the vacuum cleaner, and
elbowed a coat from its hook. She put it back. The mirror would have
made the space look bigger if the clutter hadn’t obscured it. There was
just enough room to open the door, slip inside, and close it again. I
watched her slip the bolt. I followed her through to the lounge.
She tacitly showed me around. She pointed out the narrow black
sofa, the shelves of trinkets, the small stack of compact discs, the dried
flowers on the window sill – all enclosed in a brisk gesture of the hand
and half a sigh.
‘I like what you’ve done with it,’ I said, and felt stupid.
‘Sit down,’ she said. ‘I’ll make us some tea.’
A blank canvas is rumoured to be the best starting point for
creativity, but there was something constrained about our attempts to
fit our homes to ourselves, and we had ended up with televisions in
more or less the same place, bookshelves along the same wall, seating
facing the same direction.
I sat passively as she returned with two cups. She passed one to
me. I grasped it. It was scalding hot. I nearly dropped it. I hissed and
put it down on the low table by the side of the sofa.
She said, ‘Let it cool for a minute.’
She placed her mug next to mine and straddled me. She looped
her hands around my neck, stroked its nape, and leaned in to kiss me.
I remember that kiss still. It was a gentle kiss, almost nervous, despite
her forwardness. My lips responded automatically, as though this
sudden shift were expected. She pulled away from me then.
‘Relax,’ she said. ‘Your arms are like fenceposts.’
‘You took me by surprise,’ I said.
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‘Nothing else?’
I didn’t think there was anything else.
We kissed for a while, our tongues experimenting. I ran my
fingers around the back of her jeans, slipped them under the denim. I
could feel her smile against my cheek. I pushed my hand further
down, feeling the muscle move as she began to rock gently against
me. Then she stood up.
Directly opposite the sofa was a large window that overlooked
the red-brick remains of boarded-up terraces and lockups partdemolished, and the black canal that slid between them. Further out
were low hills, wood-rimmed fields, and the motorway. On bright
days, sunlight sparked across the cars and made the distance blinding.
The sound of it was always there, in the distance; the machinery of
movement behind every silence.
We undressed. She lowered herself onto me.
Her softness is the thing I most recall of this moment; her
softness, and the texture of the light. As I held her tightly, and our
voices made those sounds that render words unnecessary, I watched
the afternoon play shadows over the plaster-board walls; and,
afterwards, it was the windows I gazed at, not her. Later we had
dinner, and I washed up, and wiped suds in her hair.
‘Why do you put your CDs in order?’ she asked one grey afternoon.
‘So I know where they are,’ I said. She seemed to take mild
offence, as though to order things was to constrain them.
‘Your clothes are like it too,’ she continued. ‘You put your shirts
together, and your trousers.’
It was true.
‘You put similar colours together,’ she added. ‘All your white
things are at one end, all your black things at the other, and there’s a
rainbow of grey and brown in between.’
‘It’s just sensible,’ I said. ‘I don’t want to waste time hunting for
things. Einstein used to—’
‘I don’t give a shit about Einstein,’ she said.
The frequency of these exchanges increased. Their focus shifted
arbitrarily – from my clothes to the bristly rug, the two mismatched
cushions on the sofa, the cutlery (one day it was too heavy, another
too flat). Her own bedroom was a heap of things she had moved and
only half unpacked, and her living room was largely bereft of the
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comforts of ornament. It was lucky in a way, the place wasn’t meant
for two. Adornment would have cramped it.
We were dining there one night, too many plates and bottles and
things crammed onto the tiny kitchen table. She reached round for
more wine and knocked her glass to the floor. It smashed loudly on
the laminate. She swore with vigour.
‘It’s alright,’ I said, ‘I’ll clean it up.’ I collected the pieces, placed
them in a paper towel, and put them by the sink with the intention of
emptying them out later. When I turned back to the table, she was
weeping silently. I put my hand on her shoulder. ‘Don’t,’ she
whispered.
I left my glass on the table half drunk, and stepped into her living
room. I picked up some old post from the floor. Fragments of daily life
were beginning to accumulate, mapping out the territories she’d
occupied. It seemed she’d abandoned the office and migrated it to the
back of the sofa, papers and books with folded pages jammed against
the wall. Tissues and stained cups smothered the low table, and a
smattering of DVDs lay like ice before the player. The window was
open. Across the darkness, the tail-lights of vehicles shone brightly as
they went away.
We weathered Christmas, somehow. Neither of us cared to celebrate
it, and her insistence on an artificial tree, to be installed at my place,
only caused to make starker our lack of effort. We cooked too much
food and had to throw away half of it. We had agreed to spend as
little as possible on each other; her gift to me was a writing pad and
set of pencils, with which I am writing this now – mine to her was a
houseplant. I don’t know what it was exactly, but it had looked bushy
enough in the shop, and I had been promised that it would blossom
very nicely in the spring. She smiled wryly. ‘You know I’ll probably
kill it,’ she said. ‘It’s hardy,’ I replied.
‘Thank you,’ she said, rather sweetly I thought, and we kissed.
The dark mornings and too-soon evenings dragged into the new
year. She had done fairly well with the plant, and it was managing to
survive her best efforts to ignore it. She seemed more attentive to it
when we were together, so it moved in with me and I ended up
watering it myself.
On her dressing table was a photograph, dusty in its simple
wooden frame, crammed amongst the paraphernalia of mornings.
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One day when I had stayed over and while she was in the shower, I
noticed it properly for the first time. I don’t know why it had taken
me so long – it was, once noticed, quite obvious. It was a holiday snap
of some kind, I think – taken some years before, when fashions were
different enough to be slightly comical, when enough time had
elapsed for nostalgia to overpower memory. A man and a woman
stood before a railing in front of some ruins. The grass was healthy
around them, but balding where they stood, stiffly, as if it were a cold
day; she wore light trousers, a pale grey jacket; he wore darker
clothes, jeans and a black leather coat. The woman looked to be in her
late thirties perhaps – lines were beginning to describe her features,
and though she looked happy enough, there was something missing
from the smile, something honest that had been lost. The man was
taller by a head; indeed the photo had been badly taken, and his head
had been cut off at the top of the frame. Only the hands could be seen,
two great white ghosts against the black jacket and the brown stone. It
looked as though he wanted to hold the woman’s hand, but she had
hers thrust firmly into the pockets of her coat, against the weather.
She came back from her shower, hair in a towel, thick dressinggown pulled tight. She saw me put the photograph carefully back
where I had found it, thumb-sized windows of clarity where the dust
had come off from my handling.
She sat on the bed and began to rub her hair.
‘Are those your parents?’ I asked.
‘Mm-hm.’
‘It’s not a very good picture,’ I said.
‘I wasn’t very old when I took it,’ she said. ‘I think it’s the only
one I’ve got.’
I rolled upright and sat against the the head board.
‘You never talk about them.’
‘Why would I? You never talk about yours.’
She was right. We never spoke about ourselves. She never asked
about my life, and I never volunteered anything. She wouldn’t hear
my questions about the past, and she wouldn’t talk about the future.
If I asked her what she wanted, she didn’t know.
I had been staying over for a couple of days, trying to tidy up those
scattered remains of the day that clung like teasels, as if being
unimportant and fleeting wasn’t enough. It was during one such
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minor purge that I heard her voice, quietly, in the other room. I had
been listening to nothing in particular – the silence, as much as
anything, the kind of silence that is not silence at all – the gentle
vibration of the air conditioning unit outside, footsteps in the hall –
and in amongst these, fragments of clarity, like words blown on the
wind. In spite of myself, I listened – and, as dirty as it feels to confess,
I pressed my ear to the door.
Some of the words were not words – only noises, those
substitutes for words that we make when words themselves seem
superfluous or insufficient. The words themselves were isolated, and
awkwardly spoken. Mostly, they were ‘yes’, and ‘no’. Sometimes they
were names I did not recognise – or rather, I could not make out, but
the shape of their sounds did not spur any memory. She spoke one or
two stumbling sentences – and there were gaps, long pauses during
which I could hear nothing from her at all beyond the occasional
movement or a breath.
I made space between myself and the door so as not to appear a
spy if she opened it suddenly. She was in there for perhaps an hour or
more. I didn’t listen any further. When she emerged, calmer than I
had imagined, looking happier than I imagined, and looking about to
do something, I glanced up from the book I had been pretending to
myself I was reading, and asked her who she had been on the phone
to for so long. She looked at me with a touch of amazement, I think,
and laughed, ‘Why are you so suspicious?’ I went back to my book.
She walked right through my light and stood in the window, gazing
out, outlined against the glass. She was clasping something small, flat,
and reflective.
The end came soon after that. She turned up at my place one
morning unannounced. I had not been able to reach her for a few days
– I had contemplated whether she’d had some bad news, or had fallen
ill – but to see her standing casually at my door, I forgot my fears and
beckoned her in. She stepped through. I moved to close the door but
she stopped it with a hand.
She stood awkwardly, as though expecting something. I asked if
she was all right.
‘Such concern,’ she said.
‘Of course I’m concerned,’ I replied.
She looked about, scanning the flat for some inscrutable detail.
There had been some of her things dotted around, and I had collected
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them together and placed them on a side table.
‘Is this what I amount to?’ She stepped over to the table and ran
her fingers over the things. ‘Oh, now look at this,’ she said, pointing to
the plant I had bought her for Christmas, and which was holding onto
itself in the shady corner of the room where only a little ray of light
came in the mornings, and again in the late afternoons – ‘you’re not
looking after it too well.’
She fingered a few leaves. A number of buds had appeared, and
were beginning to dry out. ‘You should pick these off.’
‘I was hoping they’d grow. Why didn’t you water it?’
‘I was hoping you would,’ she said. She poked around in the soil
and pulled away a dry fingertip. ‘I’m not very green-fingered.’
We stood in silence for some moments. She must have seen
something in my face that betrayed a realisation I had not yet
consciously formulated. She smiled again, weakly. There was
something forlorn in it.
‘You can keep the books,’ she said.
It was a cool spring day, bright and airy; a cloudless night had lent the
morning some promise. People were milling around, some with
nothing to do but wait, others in a rush to get in or out. She stood by
the low perimeter wall of the bus station, and I stood by her. She
looked across the sprawl of tarmac at a dozen or more gleaming white
vehicles, their smoked glass glinting darkly in the sun.
‘Have you got everything?’ I asked.
She shrugged her rucksack gently.
‘You can come back,’ I said. ‘Just call me.’
She smiled. ‘I know.’
There was movement over by one of the coaches. People were
lining up by it, and a woman in company livery began collecting
tickets.
‘You’d better go,’ I said. ‘They’ll be leaving soon.’
She watched the others boarding. ‘Look after yourself,’ she said,
and swung a leg over the wall. Straddling it, she looked back to me,
and we gazed momentarily into each others’ eyes. If the stories are
true, and you can see into someone’s soul that way, I don’t know. I
read nothing into them. I only saw them, and wondered when I
would be able to do so again.
‘Callie,’ I said suddenly. ‘I love you.’ It came unexpectedly, as
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though pushed from my lips by someone else. She swung her near leg
over the wall, into the coach park, turning away as she did so. She
shrugged her backpack again to seat it more comfortably. She gave
me one last smile.
‘No, you don’t,’ she said, and walked away.
I did not stay to watch Callie’s coach leave. I walked home, picked up
one of the books she had left, and tried to read. I couldn’t enjoy it. It
seemed trivial. The rest were the same. I sat and watched how the
light moved over things, and how the window cast across the space a
skewed impression of itself that changed as it fell on different
surfaces. I thought about how the things we see are defined by how
the light hits them; I thought about how the light that came into my
living room was often reflected from the windows of the building
opposite; and I watched the light pass over the plant, and then I
watched it darken. It was in the wrong place. I should never have
bought it.
I put the books in the cupboard, and moved the plant a couple of
times before giving up. There was a mark on the window I tried to
wipe off, but it was on the other side of the glass.
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Poems
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Introduction to the Poems
I was in the first intake of the Writer Development Programme in
2003. I had recently left university where I had been a somewhat
young mature student of English (BA). I had a completed third draft
of a novel and was already running creative writing workshops with
various community groups. And I was itching to learn more about
writing, to push my work, particularly my first novel to the next level.
So what did I achieve through the programme?
In one of the critical development sessions I received feedback on a
short story and netted one of the successes I’m most proud of, not a
win but a Fish Short Story Prize shortlist. I was lucky enough to be
awarded a mentor, Robert Endeacott, whose first novel had a similar
gritty tone to mine. Changes he suggested and conversations we had
have informed my novel writing ever since. One of my first poetry
performances took place in a Yorkshire Art Circus Workshop. The
poem was an emotive one on the subject of mental health and related
to some family problems I’d been dealing with. I recall thinking, if I
have the courage to perform that, I can perform anything.
I’ve tried to live up to that in my later work. Now I’m known
locally for my poetry performances and my first pamphlet was
released in February. I’ve had a number of commissions, residencies
and publications and a full poetry collection will be published in the
autumn. Publishers are even showing some interest in my novels, yes,
including the one I developed with Robert.
I’m still in touch with many of the writers in my cohort and others
who came after me. The practical support offered by the WDP team
and other writers was fantastic but it was the faith they had in me, the
acknowledgment that I was a writer, that I had chosen the right path
that had the most impact. I don’t plan to stray any time soon.
Becky Cherriman
WDP Graduate
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Glynis Charlton
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Stubble
She comes on a Monday (usually sneaks in)
takes things from a carrier,
carefully arranges them.
It’s always the same (I’ve seen her),
the way she places stuff –
disposable razor, gel.
The old boy lies still (what else can he do?)
and lifts up his chin
as she spreads out the towel.
He’s in the same gown (and yesterday’s gravy)
but the towel is clean,
she can make sure of that.
The red bowl’s gone missing (somebody’s had it)
she finds it, half fills it
gets the water just right.
She squirts the gel (it’s cold on her palm)
rubs it in round his chin,
avoiding his mouth.
‘Like this, remember?’ she goes (like lipstick)
and he does as he’s told;
a child being good.
He studies her face (two inches from his),
that tip of his tongue,
his old concentration.
There’s trust in his eyes (not much choice really)
as razor drags stubble
that’s tough as old boots.
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Her nails touch his cheek (ever so gently)
she can’t meet his eyes –
the sharp blade would slip.
She wrings the flannel (not used since last week)
to wipe away gel
and pats his chin dry.
Folding the towel, she smiles (best she can)
and the good boy smiles back,
more stubble to come.
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Splinters
Here she was again. Gillian from next door,
showing off a new doll. It had rooted
hair, plastic shoes, its own carrycot.
We clacked in our mothers’ heels, along
the path between gooseberries and
raspberry canes, playing Pretend.
I was not a proper grown up, Gillian said,
I had no baby.
I stepped out of the shoes, ran into the house,
up the stairs to where that morning I’d seen
the key in the wardrobe door. There, in its box,
wrapped in crumpled thin tissue, my mother’s
black pot doll. Perfect and still. A present from
her big sister.
Gillian was feeding her baby raspberries. She took
my doll in her arms, stroked its bald head
with her stained fingers, inspected underneath
its gown. Stupid old doll, she said: the wrong colour,
no hair. I grabbed it back and, somewhere between
the crack as it hit the path, and my watching
a piece of head rock near my tottering feet,
I saw a flash of Easter egg, of treats that
wicked little girls did not deserve.
All grown up, clearing out my mother’s house,
I found the wardrobe locked, its key on top,
under a box of tinsel and faded paper chains.
The doll had gone; replaced by tins of talc, some
bars of soap, Dad’s handkerchiefs. The wardrobe
would not budge. I got a man in –
didn’t ask what he used – and waited
at the bottom of the garden while he
smashed it all to smithereens.
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Spurn
It’s not exactly Center Parcs,
though you could ride a bike,
if you liked. You won’t find rollercoasters here,
it’s mostly mudflats, dunes and – not forgetting –
lots of sand. Oh and, don’t think you’ll find a toilet,
cos you won’t; you’ll have to squat behind that boat
in the car park, rotting by the rusty tractor.
There is a café, further on, but it’s always
Closed. And when you’ve gone right to the end,
well – just come back again. There’s nowt else for it.
Want a mug, a pen, a postcard view?
Go home, and make a mug of tea.
But you’ll still see it – all that space,
the dunes, the light that creeps,
that feeling of an arm stretched out.
And when you go to bed tonight
you’ll hear it, telling tales
of shipwrecks, troubled vessel men,
MV Willow, Our Joanne. Just close your eyes
and there’s the lifeboat, bumping out
across the waves, to search, escort, evacuate.
The blacked out lighthouse, useless now.
Some year, the lot will wash away, and
you’ll think: Spurn? I went there once.
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Warning
She comes for you in time. Always, you have known it,
smelled her hag stench poisoning the night,
heard the iron cauldron that she rides.
Baba Yaga stirs now. Belly ablaze and tongue spiked,
she craves your battled flesh to fill her maul. It stretches
from the ravaged earth into the depths of hell. Fools –
to think that you could kill and yet be saved, to slay
and then to cheat the grave that waits for every one
of you. She has her job to do.
Hear her stallions, shod by demons, wild and rearing
at the moon. She grips the reins with taloned fingers,
shrieking for an ecstasy of death. Drop your bayonets,
kneel and weep now. Storm clouds will boil, her keen spears
pin you as you cower. Ten thousand of you; you who
dared to say that you were brave.
Later, she will spit your bones, sucked clean of thoughts,
and stuff them in her picket fence. You cannot say
you were not warned.
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Final Hurdle
Propped against pillows, he settles his specs,
scours the National for a favourite horse.
Unable to tell him, she hands him a pen,
sucks a Werthers and pulls the curtains
across the dusk of his childhood street,
promising yes, she will check the greenhouse.
It’s the third time this evening he’s been to that greenhouse –
Visiting’s good for a walk down the street.
He asks if she knows how to draw the curtains;
same question each night, same search for lost specs
that sit on his nose like the day before. The horse
a sure winner, he’s circled in pen.
Her eyes meet his as she eases the pen
away from his fingers and, through her own specs,
she thinks for a moment she sees old that street
where three, maybe four, his back was her horse.
Too hard to hold on, she turns to the greenhouse,
away from her mother, who treadles new curtains.
Jumped ship a fourth time, he inspects the drawn curtains
and takes her to check the broad beans in his greenhouse.
Plant them tomorrow, makes notes, where’s that pen?
And while she’s about it, she’d best find his specs.
Without them how will he pick out that horse?
He can’t see beyond the end of the street.
It’s all new terrain, this unwalked street.
It has strange folk behind drawn curtains.
They say one’s a doctor. This nurse with a pen
writes secrets in files and pinches your specs.
She wants to steal all the plants from the greenhouse.
Watch out, or she’ll take the name of that horse.
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Away he’s gone, round the turn, that lame horse –
unseated rider. She knows that next street
where he sits in his gown in the fug of his greenhouse,
minding his beans and checking the curtains.
See you tomorrow. She hands him the pen,
then waves from the door as he hunts for his specs.
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Becky Cherriman
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Lone Parent
Brick through the window,
a black-gloved hand.
Her womb-roar unexpected, murderous,
the naked woman stumbles over rubber toys,
snatches her sleeping child close
then the lullaby of it’s alright
sings out to the boy in her arms.
These are drug-debts come knocking,
a spat out demand for someone long gone.
She knows this tune from rain-battered
moments at bus stops, house keys dropped down a drain,
those times they wait and he does not come.
She sings against the scent of spent battery fluid,
with bin bags heavy with bed-wet sheets
and this she knows now, distinct as the taste of brick dust
– she will never leave him.
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Pamela
She spoke like Thatcher
and rose at six to feed the birds,
she did not like starlings.
She grew emeralds
from her fingers, planted
pansies and affections,
tangoed with
other women’s
husbands, leapt the street’s
hedges like a
Grand National veteran –
pursued but never caught.
A tennis champ
who jilted an officer
on their wedding day,
she kept her baby secret,
bound her close
as a soiled bed sheet
but could not
give her up
when it came to it.
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Christopher M. Geeson
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First Love
Boy meets girl
Girl flirts with boy
Boy asks out girl
Girl rejects boy
Boy ‘just friends’ with girl
Girl kisses boy
Boy asks out girl
Girl still rejects boy
Boy meets second girl
Second girl kisses boy
Boy asks out second girl
Second girl accepts boy
First girl now likes boy
Boy rejects first girl
First girl ‘just friends’ with boy
First girl hates second girl
Second boy likes second girl
Second girl dumps first boy
Second boy kisses second girl
First boy hates second boy
First girl meets third boy
Third boy kisses first girl
First boy hates third boy
First boy without girl
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Motorway Maintenance
Death drives a black hearse on the motorway,
Looks for the next one heading for a crash.
Who’ll be his victim when he strikes today?
A speeding idiot is easy prey –
Clocking over hundred, gone in a flash.
Death drives a black hearse on the motorway.
Reckless drunken drivers he loves to slay,
Doped at the dashboard, you’re in for a smash.
Who’ll be his victim when he strikes today?
Weaving overtakers will surely pay –
You can dice with Death but he don’t take cash.
Death drives a black hearse on the motorway.
Phone Mister Death and he’ll pick up to say:
‘This is the way to a bloody good splash.’
Who’ll be his victim when he strikes today?
He’ll kill a joy rider to make his day –
He’s first on the scene, to take out the trash.
Death drives a black hearse on the motorway,
Who’ll be his victim when he strikes today?
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Tajinder Singh Hayer
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Sign
The pen sits awkwardly
between your fingers.
Like the fork which,
even after all your meals here,
stays in your stubborn right hand.
The paper you sign
is smug with lettering.
A compensation scheme
for the mills, foundries and overtime;
the noise that’s made you almost deaf.
There’s a gap of forty years
at the tip of that pen.
It stretches from ocean arrivals
and terraces sardined with men,
to your grandchildren.
Which is where I come in
with my awkward translations.
I juggle words over that gap;
they shake in my hands
like the pen in yours.
I can’t explain to you
what the words signify
– the distances they open and close;
the forging; the new births;
contracts.
But the page is there,
the imperative that drove you,
asking you to make your mark.
And so you sign:
‘S, I, N, G…’
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Roof Fixing
Cold months coming
– the light uncertain,
a house ready to hibernate.
Just the final preparations,
– the journey upwards
onto the armadillo slates,
the walking of the line
between air and brick.
And the seeing:
that still unhealed gap in the flowers
where a girl fell in;
a neighbour’s wealth of apples.
This is the last of summer
stretched here on this roof.
It’s ready to be sealed in.
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Directions
Without the language they travelled through
and without the writing of their own,
they were blind to the markings
and had to sharpen other senses.
They made new signs to follow.
So, the right exits of motorways
were taken through prayerful counting,
a family house found through familiar hills,
directions gained through trust and mime
(just as in Italy and France,
and the places they can’t remember now).
They sailed the sea of words,
navigated the Suez of interpretation
to this other mother land, this other tongue.
I follow that journey, try to rewind it,
but, like the blind men and the elephant,
I grapple with its vastness, its difference
(‘the Elephant is very like a… is very like a…’).
With only the Braille of memory
I trace those taken routes,
pick out familiar cities and towns
like pointed stars on a chart.
Bradford, Jullunder, Toronto,
London, Nakodar, Delhi,
and the place that names me.
I tap at their hard, blue beauty.
Here. Here. Here. And here.
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Objects
It’s hard to feel
the real weight of objects
– their origins, their makers.
What anchors is
their mass, their shape
– we float above the rest.
It’s hard
for them and us
to be more
than what
we are.
(More or less.)
We have enough
plates to balance.
Try to right
one world at a time
– don’t risk a crash
of perceptions.
Because it’s hard.
But it does happen.
And then the paths things took
become visible,
become solid
and heavy.
Like this:
an emptied carrier bag;
some clothes;
socks;
a pair of glasses.
His watch.
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Flights
Take the family passports
from the attic of memory
and shuffle them like cards.
They’re all here:
old ones
with their clipped-wing corners;
the new; the burgundy; the blue.
British and Indian.
Watch the back and forth
between those places
– only the stamp
of an occasional elsewhere
(a holiday even).
And decades leapt across:
shifting occupations
and customs;
faces gaining and losing colour;
photos flapping
from youth to age
like a flip-book with gaps;
lives that swell
with departures and arrivals
beyond the persistence of vision.
These are the years turning;
our need for renewal.
Carry them with you.
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Lizzi Linklater
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Crow
Before daybreak.
Before the lark.
Before I knew how life would turn,
your rough hand brushed the sleep from me
led me to wake in dew and fern.
And far from roads,
and far from throng ,
quite blinded by the greenery,
the sunlight lit the forest trail
its sly, bright glance peeked down at me.
We took the paths
we’d trod before,
where witches whispered in the trees,
a mist of bluebells round their feet,
their meatless thighs, their bony knees.
You led me to
a sudden lake,
bid me undress and swim with you.
A crow nearby watched carefully
when I said that I would not go.
You turned, quite bowed,
you shrank, quite small,
bewilderment spread like a stain
that flushed your face and stung your eyes.
But yet, you turned to me again.
And so my small
tough boots came off,
my flowered new sewn summer dress,
the lake was cold it glistered gold,
the witches watched me acquiesce.
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We swam most days
that summertime,
near spear tipped weeds and rustling walks.
We’d rough and tumble, sing and play.
I never ever got to talk.
Each sunrise now
is tinged with green,
though all of this is far away,
the lying lake, the witches talk,
still lead me to this dark pathway.
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Talking Things Through
In order to survive we must engage
in talks that spread our feelings out to dry,
to try to pry them loose from this choked cage
dissect and probe to fathom how and why
a brittle light pervades, why there’s no glow;
harsh voices crack; yet there’s no soothing tone.
A daggered silence spears the life we know;
we cannot smile; we are no longer known.
You sabotage my every attempt.
Your shield’s held high, your sword’s fast at my throat.
My creeping words are slashed, gashed with contempt
I veer from you, close down, switch to remote.
Relentlessly I’ve tried. But now I’m done.
This battle’s through. Your reticence has won.
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Jeer
I was raking the garden;
bagging rotting leaves,
hunks of mud, cracked twigs.
Picking up sweet wrappers,
a doll’s limb, twisted coat hangers,
when, just as the rain started,
they snapped into sentences.
Words wriggled out of the beech hedge,
marched across the laburnum,
paused to pose on the patio,
burrowed in the ivy, scrambled on the clematis
stomped devilish on the dustbin.
They whispered on the rising wind,
whirled in the steady rain,
taunted and jaunted and jeered.
I flung down my rake,
slipped my feet into the daisied lawn
and danced away.
They threaded behind me,
squabbling, tough,
bright and full.
But on and on I danced.
The daisies tugged me on,
the grass soaking up my sliced and broken heels.
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Warriors
In memory of Sally Hicks
The sun cracks open
a new day. Elixir drips
fragile tears of gold.
Fragmented light sweeps
across this icy tundra,
illuminating
our warrior heads.
We stand proud. We’ll pierce it dead,
demobilise its
stealthy, mute tread. Aligned,
bows raised, we draw back our strings.
Shoot straight to its heart.
Taking no chances
we rain down arrows, pelting
again and again,
quite sure it lies slain,
for her warrior shout rings
out, The Champion’s Song!
But her tune grows frail,
its thin white whisper falling
in this arctic shroud.
The sun cracks open
a new day. Elixir drops
riven, tarnished gold.
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Poems in the Park
A weak sun drizzled its rays
You wandered toward me;
taut, coltish, thin.
Poems in the park? you said.
I gathered the group.
Plath and Sexton crowded in,
you strained to hear them; edgy,
blue eyes razoring each word.
Later, the bridge your platform,
you took aim, arched, propelled
the poem you’d made, shot it
high into the firmament.
In your tiny notebook,
jagged words, stitched tight in rows,
told of trees – like columns – holding
up a canopy of sky,
a sky connecting sap to air,
Earth to angels, their lament
coiling a wind dark with stars
chorusing as you read.
I saw your meaning. Saw too
those neat, linear scars raised
white on your sweet young arms.
Embossed, glistening, set to permanence.
Slashes laddered your wrists.
A testimony to your ascension –
like Jacob, dreaming upward, craving Heaven,
the rungs insistent, urging.
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You knew I’d seen.
Knew that I yearned
to examine that ridged flesh.
Ask why.
But I merely listened
to your words,
shook your scarred hand,
and wished you well.
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Liz Mcpherson
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On the Beach
Where grey of sky greets grey of sea
And Aegr’s daughters rend the land
I’ll meet you there, so wait for me.
Wave Maidens thunder ceaselessly,
Sharp teeth of foam tear sand from sand,
Where grey of sky greets grey of sea.
But sand endures. Though timelessly
Besieged and beaten, it withstands.
I’ll meet you there, so wait for me.
Bright bands of silver filigree,
Carved like surf’s edge, bind hand to hand
Where grey of sky greets grey of sea.
And gentle now, the Maidens see
How tender ripples kiss the ground.
I’ll meet you there, please wait for me.
And so it will forever be
A threshold, shifting with the wind.
Where grey of sky greets grey of sea
I’ll love you, if you’ll wait for me.
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... and finally
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